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Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá problematikou zavedení a provozu nadzvukových business jetů. V
dnešní době se v civilní letecké přepravě, po ukončení provozu Concordu, žádná nadzvuková
letadla nevyskytují. V dnešní době existuje mnoho projektů a organizací, které se zabý-
vají znovuzavedením nadzvukových letounů do civilního letectví a soustředí se převážně na
business jety. Hlavní otázkou je, zda je vůbec vhodné, či rozumné se k tomu typu dopravy
znovu vracet. Existuje hodně problémů, které toto komplikují. Tyto letouny způsobují
příliš velký hluk, mají obrovskou spotřebu paliva a musí řešit nadměrné emise, létají ve
vysokých výškách ve kterých může docházet k problémům s přetlakováním kabiny, navi-
gací, radioaktivním zářením apod. Navíc zákaz supersonických letů nad pevninou letové
cesty omezuje a prodlužuje. Současně vznikající projekty navíc nedosahují tak velkého
doletu jako klasické moderní bussjety, což způsobuje, že se nadzvukové business jety se na
delších tratích stávají neefektivní. I přes tyto problémy, je víceméně jisté, že k zavedení
nadzvukových business jetů dojde během následujících 10 - 15 let, i kdyby to měla být
jen otázka jisté prestiže velmi bohatých lidí.

Summary
This thesis is dealing with problematic about launching and operating supersonic business
jets. Nowadays, after Concorde retirement, there are no more any supersonic aircrafts in
civil transport system. Nowadays, there are exists many projects and research companies,
which are trying to reintroduce the supersonic aircrafts into civil aviation and they are
focus predominantly to business jets. The main question is, if is at least suitable or
reasonable , to reintroduce this type of transport. There are lots of problems, which are
complicate this. These aircrafts causes too much noise, they have a huge fuel consumption,
which means a problems with emissions, they are flying in high altitudes, which could
lead to problems with cabin pressurization, navigation, cosmic radiation and so on. In
addition, a ban on supersonic overland flights restrict the flight routes, or extend them.
The current emerging projects do not achieve as large a range as classic modern business
jets, which causing, that supersonic business jets on longer distances become ineffective.
Despite these problems, it is more or less clear that the introduction of supersonic business
jets will occur within the next 10 to 15 years, even if it’s just a matter of prestige for very
wealthy people.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction
Since the end of Concord admirable life in 2003, there is no more civil supersonic air

transport. This is a very unique situation in human history, where the maximum speed
of transportation system has suffered a dramatic setback (from Mach 2 operations of
Concorde to Cessna Citation X+ maximum speed of 0.935 [59]). Fortunately nowadays,
people are flying more and more, the amount of very rich people is quite significantly
increasing and they are looking for something new.

What could be offered to today’s customers in order to satisfied their demand? The
bigger aircraft with more capacity? Not exactly, it could be replaced by smaller aircraft
with more frequencies. Reduce their travel time? Yes! The question of time is much
discussed right know and the price of time will be increasing. The total travel time could
be reduced in many sectors. There can be some improvement in traffic structure (better
shuttle system, new roads and highways to airport). Also on the airport (faster check
in, better structure. .). But, this thesis is focus on reducing the air travel time in the
commercial business aviation segment. In this time, there do exist some very fast and
long range business jets (for example Gulfstream G650, which can reach the speed up to
Mach 0.925, or the already mentioned Cessna Citation X+ - which are able to fly in almost
the speed of sound). Not only these aircraft are the inspiration for many companies and
research facilities which are handle with the idea to flying faster than sound. Of course,
the supersonic air transport is not a completely new vision – it was there for almost 30
years, where Concorde carried about 3.7 millions of passengers. But it’s important to
perceive, that the Concorde never had its developments cost fully amortized (project was
financed by the governments, states, and the research company and used like a sign of
prestige). This is not the way, which are the emerging projects should follow.

Nowadays, there are lots of people who are ready to pay more for get the better
services (increasing number of rich people [52], big companies, governments. .). Those
people are most likely to value time over money. They are looking for - faster travel time,
independent traveling (in case of time and destination), more comfort, more flexibility,
higher prestige, and for them there could be a Supersonic Business Jets.

Another relevant reason for flying supersonic, brings the fact, that the traffic growth
is still increasing (traffic is doubled each 15 years), which leads to congested traffic routes.
With SSBJs is possible to fly in higher altitudes (above 45 000 ft), and avoid of highly
busy traffic routes. Also, in higher altitudes they could avoid a turbulence and adverse
weather condition, and maximally utilized the tailwind jet streams. Moreover, altitudes
above 51 000 ft are taken as free airspace, which gives an operators further advantage.

This master thesis is considered about different aspects, which must be achieved in
order to launching a SSBJs into traffic. There are some aspects which will be a detailed
discuss:

• Technical aspects - new technologies must be established, new requirements for
aerodrome, new safety provision should be take into account, flight planning for
SSBJs (performances, approach, routes, ETOPS. . )

• Environmental aspects - impact on the environment must be minimized (noise, emis-
sion, fuel consumption. .)
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• Safety aspects - problems with high-altitudes (cosmic radiation and cabin depres-
surization)

• Economic aspects - operating the SSBJs needs to be economically viable

• Political and legislative aspects - existing regulation must be changed (noise, emis-
sion, permit overland flight restrictions)

• Operating aspect – operate supersonic airplane could be different in many sectors

The reason why the civil supersonic aircraft are not able to make a breakthrough
yet is mainly the complicated technical and economical sustainable feasibility of flying
beyond sonic speed. It seems that it can’t be so difficult to develop a civil supersonic
aircraft, when this goal has been successfully accomplished decades earlier. The answer
is not simple, but basically the meaning of ‘successful supersonic aircraft’ has changed
significantly during last 20 years. A successful civil airliner from the today’s perspective
usually symbolizes fuel efficient, low-maintenance and environmentally benign vehicle,
which has to be primarily lucrative from the economic point of view. The point of view,
where both the Concorde and the Tu-144 were disastrous. And today’s emerging projects
should learn from it and be successful according to current standards. If they will follow
the rules, there will be a place on the market for them.

”Prospective manufacturers believe the market will support paying about twice
as much for a supersonic aircraft that can cruise at twice the speed of current
subsonic business jets.[13]”
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2. SUPERSONIC HISTORY

2. Supersonic history
Last century was marked by a huge growth of aviation industry. It takes less than 50

years from the first sustained, controlled, powered heavier-than-air manned flight made
by the Wright brothers in 1903, to the first manned supersonic flight in 1947 made by Air
Force Captain Charles ”Chuck” Yeager on Bell X-1. [38] The first supersonic aircrafts
were designed just for military purposes. And the first idea about used the supersonic
speed in civil air traffic was appeared after the Second World War. At this time, people
needed and also desired to travel around the world more and more, so the developers
and manufactures are trying to satisfy their needs as efficient as possible. It seemed that
the most efficient transport will be the fastest type - the supersonic transport. The first
aircraft made and designed for this purpose were: the Anglo - French project Concorde,
the Soviet project Tu-144 and the US project B2707. The US supersonic Boeing has never
flow, but the others has had success. The Tu-144 had many problem during test flights
and also during the operation life (the best known accident is from 1973 Paris Air Show),
but even though was used for passengers transport for almost two years (1977-1978). The
best known project was definitely Concorde.

2.1. Concorde

Concorde’s (fully named Aérospatiale - BAC Concorde) first flight was in 1969 and after
seven years of tests and improvements, entered into service and continued commercial
flights for 27 years. It was used by British Airways and Air France for regular transatlantic
flights from London and Paris to New York, Washington and Barbados. The design of
Concorde was very unique as could be seen on picture 2.1 - double delta ogival shaped
wings, drop nose section (for pilots better visibility during landing), four Olympus engines
with variable air intake system and it was also the first airplane equipped by fly-by-wire
flight control system and by complex Air Data Computer (which automatically monitor
aerodynamic measurements - pressure, angle of attack. .). Concorde was made mostly
from aluminum alloy (due to its weight and costs), which limited the top speed to M 2.02,
due to heating issues. Concorde operated in high altitudes (around FL600) was exposed
to ionizing radiation, and the passengers received almost twice more radiation as those
who are travelling on conventional flights. For that reason was Concorde equipped by
radiometer, and aircraft instruments measured the rate of radiation, and in case that the
radiation level become too high, the Concorde descent to flight levels below FL470. Its
biggest technological weakness was tires and their defects. This caused many problems
and damages, and it was also probably the reason of the biggest Concorde accident in
2000. The Air France flight with registration F-BTSC crashed after departing from Paris
Charles de Gaulle airport and all passengers (100), crew (9) and people on the ground (4)
died. This accident was caused by metallic strip that lay on the runway, which punctured
the left main wheel bogie during take off→ the tire exploded and some pieces hit the fuel
tank which leads to fuel leak and fire. Due to this the aircraft wasn’t controllable anymore
and crashed on Hotel in Gonese 1. This crash leads to low demand for Concorde tickets,
and for Air France and British Airways were operating those aircrafts very costly. So
both company simultaneously decided to retire Concorde in the end of 2003. During its

1According to BEA - Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation Civile
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2.2. LOCKHEED SR-71 BLACKBIRD

life, the Concorde transfer 3.7 millions of people. Since that time, supersonic commercial
aircraft could be seen only in museums and expositions.

Maximum operating speed M 2.04
Long-range cruise, supersonic M 2.02
Fuel Consumption 13.2 kg / km
Cruise Altitude 60 000 ft
Range 3 900 NM / 7 223 km
MTOW 412 000 lbs / 187 000 kg
Length 202 ft / 62 m
Wing area 3 856 sq ft / 358 sq m
Pax 92 - 120

Table 2.1: Concorde specification

Figure 2.1: Concorde [68]

2.2. Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird

The Lockheed SR-71 on picture 2.2, often called Blackbird or Habu, is best known su-
personic aircraft used by military, and it’s interesting for this thesis from a technical and
operational perspective. The SR-71 was long range aircraft used by United States Air
Force with operational speed Mach 3+. During its operational life from 1964 till 1998
were build 32 aircrafts. The SR-71 was designed to minimize its radar signature, and
build mostly from titanium and polymer composite materials. Aircraft were painted by
black color, to increase the emission of internal heat and to look as camouflage against the
night sky. The engines were designed in order to work properly in all flight phases. For
this reason were used a movable cone called a spike. When the aircraft flying at subsonic
speeds the spike was locked in fully forward position. During acceleration, around M 1.6,
the spike moved up to 66 cm inwards by internal jack screw, directed by analog air inlet
computer. By this mechanism the air slowed from supersonic speed with the final normal
shock wave and entered into subsonic diffuser. Life support at height around FL800 were
secured by specialized protective pressurized suits [27].
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3. SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC BUSINESS JETS

Maximum operating speed M 3.3
Cruise Altitude 80 000 ft
Range 3 200 NM / 5 925 km
MTOW 172 000 lbs / 78 000 kg
Length 207 ft / 33 m
Wing area 1 800 sq ft / 170 sq m
Crew 2(Pilot and Reconnaissance Systems Officer)

Table 2.2: SR - 71 Specification

Figure 2.2: SR-71 [79]

3. Subsonic and supersonic business
jets

Business jets are occasionally described as ”time machines”. The reason is in the
business aircraft flexibility. Customers can fly to any place at any time and they also could
change the destination in the middle of flight. Moreover, BJs could save a considerable
amount of time to customers. Delays, security control and check-ins are avoided and
operators of BJs offer quick dispatch. The private jets are usually used by groups which
can spent the flight time by having team meeting, for instance. Also, this kind of prestige
travelling could make some impression upon business partners. The flexibility of offered
services could be described by fact, that only 550 US airport are serviced by airliners, an
over 5 000 are used by business aircraft operators 1. There are some types how to operate
a business jets aircrafts [7]:

• Governmental flight departments - usually fleet of several aircraft for government
and VIP transport.

• Charter companies - operate about 1/4 of all business jets, works like ”aero taxi”

1According to National Business Aviation Association - NBAA
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3.1. OUTLOOK OF SUPERSONIC AIR TRAFFIC

• In - house flight department - companies which are not directly attached to the
operating their planes, they usually own or lease few aircraft and operation are
managed by special team at the airport

• Aircraft management - plane owner has company that takes care about the oper-
ating, administration and maintenance. Clients pay the direct operating cost an
some monthly or annual fees. Company could ”charter out” the aircraft during the
non-occupied hours.

• Fractional aircraft management - relatively new business model, established in the
1990’, where clients purchase a fraction or ”share” of an airplane from the company.
Clients pay ownership cost and additional fees for fuel, insurance, maintenance,
management and operating expenses. Usually, the number of FH is predetermined
between clients and operator company for each year. In 2013 the fractional fleet
declined to 869 aircraft and there were 4 365 fractional owners in 2013.The fractional
fleet peaked in 2008 and since then the number is slightly shrinking. But still could
be expected, that fractional ownership is also relevance for a high purchase price
SSBJs.

3.1. Outlook of supersonic air traffic

The supersonic aircrafts for commercial utilization have been an object of many develop-
ment and research programs. The first supersonic program was terminated in the early
1970’s when US founded the Supersonic Transport Program (SST), and Great Britain
with France developed the famous Concorde. In 1985 was founded the NASA’s HSR pro-
gram for develop new supersonic aircraft (with range of 5 000 NM, and for 300 pax), which
should be launched in 2002. The first phase of HSR program in 1985 - 1990 was focused
on environmental compatibility issues, and the second phase was focused on development
of propulsion and airframe technologies. The program was cancelled in 1999 due to non
sufficient industry interest of 300 pax, M 2.4 commercial aircraft. From this time, the R
& D focused on smaller airplanes / business jets, which can benefit from their size (they
have higher reachable altitudes, lower requirements for runway lengths, lower sonic boom
and so on). The projects for high capacity supersonic airplanes are not so interesting for
the market in those days, but maybe will be interesting in the future. There are only two
projects for high capacity supersonic airliners: Next Generation Supersonic Transport
(NGST) and Zero Emission Hyper Sonic Transport (ZEHST)2, led by the JAXA (Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency) and Airbus Group respectively. But these projects are
only ideas or visions at this time, because the ZEHST’s first flight is planned to 2050 and
the NGST has no official scheduled time frame at all. [45]

2The name suggests that the aircraft will fly hypersonic, but according to EADS (The European
Aeronautic Defense and Space Company) the airplane’s maximum cruising speed is planned to be ”only”
M 4.0, which is, by definition, still supersonic speed. The scale of hypersonic speed is a speed of M 5.0 –
M 10.0.
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3. SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC BUSINESS JETS

3.2. Manufacturer and design organization today

Globally, there are several manufacturers and design organization of purpose to built a
supersonic business jets, and the best known companies, and their projects are described
below. Some of these aircraft will never leave the drawing board but some of them, like the
Aerion SBJ (discussed in chapter 3.2.1) have the potential to be introduced to the market
and used by “high - end” customers. There were defined three categories of supersonic
vehicles,by NASA’s High Speed Research (HSR) program [48]:

• Small - SSBJ with range of 4 000 to 5 000 NM, cruise speed about Mach 1.6 - 1.8,
which can carry up to 15 passengers, and provide sonic boom low enough to enable
supersonic flights over both water and land.

• Medium - SSBJ with the same range, same low sonic boom, with cruise speed about
Mach 1.8 - 2.2, for 100 - 200 passengers.

• Large - High Speed Civil Transport for about 300 passengers with range of 5 000 -
6 000 NM, and speed about Mach 2.0 - 2.4.

3.2.1. Aerion Supersonic Corporation

Aerion Corporation is the leader in supersonic business jets technology. It is an aeronau-
tical engineering organization headquartered in Reno, Nevada, founded in 2002 by the
US billionaire Robert Bass, with goal to reintroduce commercial supersonic flights. The
research began in the beginning of 1990’ and have working on design of the efficient SSBJ,
with its patented applications of supersonic natural laminar flow technology. The Aerion
Corporation is a growing company, which are preparing to enter to the industrial market,
and launching a new era of supersonic flight [35]. The CEO of Aerion organization said:

“The message from many of today’s long-range business jet operators is very
clear: They want a supersonic jet sooner rather than later; a cabin comparable
in comfort to today’s long-range jets; a range of 5 000 NM or better; and they
are willing to pay more than $ 100 million for such an aircraft. That is the
supersonic jet we are working to deliver.”

In The European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE 2014) they
introduced a new larger configuration for the first in a family of SSBJs - the Aerion AS2.

AS2
Aerion AS2 - a three engine jet with a supersonic natural laminar flow wing. The previous
model was powered by Pratt & Whitney JT8D engines, which has a great characteristic
for supersonic flight, but Aerion determined that is engine is not the right one. They
are looking for more efficient and more durable engines with lower emission. They are
negotiating with all leading engine suppliers to determine the optimum engine for their
aircraft. The new model have also larger cabin, for better comfort. Aerion’s SSBJ uses a
supersonic natural laminar flow design which effectively eliminates skin friction drag over
the wing by about 50% (compared to conventional swept or delta wings), this is more
discussed in chapter 4.2.3. This brings some advantages: with lower drag, the less power
is required, which means grater fuel efficiency and lower weight. AS2 will use lightweight,
very smooth and extremely strong carbon fiber materials for critical parts of airplane
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3.2. MANUFACTURER AND DESIGN ORGANIZATION TODAY

(wings, engine nacelles, fuselage and empennage. Above that, the leading edge of the
wing will be made from titanium alloy in order to resist erosion. Those are a few of
Aerion’s innovations and breakthroughs in supersonic aircraft design.

Maximum operating speed M 1.6
Long range cruise. supersonic M 1.4
Boomless cruise M 1.1 - 1.2
Highspeed subsonic cruise M 0.99
Long range subsonic cruise M 0.95
Approach speed 135kts
Max Cruise Altitude 60 000 ft
Range 5 000 NM / 9 250 km
MTOW 115 000 lbs / 52 000 kg
BOW 49 800 lbs / 22 500 kg
Wing area 1 350 sq ft / 125 sq m
Pax 8 - 12
Price $100M

Table 3.1: AS2 specification and performance objective

Figure 3.1: AS2 [64]

According to market survey conducted by Roland Vincent Associates in the first quar-
ter of 2014, there is a consistent level of demand for more than 600 aircrafts over 20 years.
Another purpose of this market study was to find out which configuration is most prefer-
able. It shows that the potential customers have desire for a larger cabin with more
range. In conclusion of that is clear, that the buyers are there, and they are waiting for
their first aircraft. The Aerion Company anticipates certification in 2021. In September
2014, the Airbus Group, one of the most important leader in aviation world, signed an
agreement about collaboration with Aerion Corporation. They will exchange knowledge
and capabilities in design, manufacturing, certification and technologies associated with
the future of high - performance flight. This act puts some solidity for track toward to
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certify world’s first SSBJ. The Aerion Corporation is growing rapidly and currently doing
some big steps forward. In December 2014 Aoife O’Sullivan (one of the top 10 leaders in
European business aviation in 2014), join the Aerion to participate in strategy formula-
tion. Also in April 2015 Aerion signed an Independent Sales Representative Agreement
with China’s Sparkle Roll Group [35]. Not only these steps showing a bright future of
Aerion company.

3.2.2. HyperMach Aerospace LTD

Aerospace company HyperMach based in UK was established in 2008 by a visionary leader
and entrepreneur Richard Lugg. It is an international team consist if deeply experienced
professionals with goal of revolutionizing high speed air travel. They are developing the
SSBJ called SonicStar, which they presented in Paris Air Show in 2011. The HyperMach
Company is currently working and preparing for the first aircraft launch, which is planned
also in 2021 [41].

SonicStar SonicStar is high supersonic VIP business jet with quiet hybrid electric tur-
bine propulsion systems, hybrid aerodynamic double delta supersonic laminar flow wing
design; pressurized cabin to 84 000 ft. SonicStar should be equipped with revolutionary
Supersonic-Magnetic Advanced Generation Jet Electric Turbine (S-MAGJET). Engines
have variable bypass fan ratio, and its operates electrically by generating on-board elec-
tric power through its superconducting electric turbine ring generator system, which are
powered by the high velocity exhaust thrust from the combustor section of the engine.
These new and impressive technologies, could secure the future of the company.

Maximum operating speed M 4.0
Long range cruise. supersonic M 3.1
Approach speed 140 kts
Cruise Altitude 60 000 ft
Range 6 000 NM / 11 100 km
MTOW 160 000 lbs / 72 000 kg
BOW 77 000 lbs / 35 000 kg
Wing area 1 800 sq ft / 167 sq m
Pax 10 - 20
Price $ 180M

Table 3.2: SonicStar specification and performance objective

Figure 3.2: SonicStar [69]
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3.2.3. Spike Aerospace

Spike Aerospace is a fast growing aerospace engineering & design company based in
Boston. The team of specialist engineers, designers and consultants from world avia-
tion field is also want to come up with their own SSBJ as first. Even though they are
in the very early stage if development and design, they plans to launch the world’s first
ever supersonic business jet - the Spike S-512, in the next four years (2018). The Spike
Aerospace CEO Vik Kachoria said that Spike concurs with market estimates for 600
supersonic business jets in 10 years, if production were to begin in 2020 [56].

Spike S-512
The Spike S-512 using the revolutionary windowless Multiplex Digital cabin (full-width
display screens embedded in the cabin walls), which should provide passengers an incred-
ible flying experience while reducing cabin noise, improving fuel efficiency and increasing
safety.

Maximum operating speed M 1.8
Long range cruise. supersonic M 1.6
Cruise Altitude 60 000 ft
Range 4 000 NM / 7 400 km
MTOW 84 000 lbs / 38 000 kg
BOW 38 000 lbs / 17 000 kg
Wing area 1 125 sq ft / 105 sq m
Pax 12 - 18
Price $ 60 -80 M

Table 3.3: Spike S-512 specification and performance objective

Figure 3.3: Spike - 512 [56]

3.2.4. Supersonic Aerospace International

Another company which is trying to succeed in supersonic market is Supersonic Aerospace
International (SAI). The firm was founded in 2001 by Michael Paulson, based in Las Ve-
gas, USA. Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works has been developing the project since 2001
under a $25M contract from SAI. The prototype which arises here is called Quiet Super-
sonic Transport or QSST. SAI is evaluating engine designs from General Electric, Pratt
& Whitney and Rolls-Royce. The company collectively invested over $80 million into
R&D including 19 wind tunnel tests, and nowadays they hold over 20 patents related to
supersonic transport. They would like to roll out a fleet of 300 - 400 aircraft in the next
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20 years. According to their research, the estimated price for subsequent development
and certification process is expected to be up to $ 6 billion [57].

QSST, QSST - X
As the name suggests, the SAI’s main goal was to suppress the sonic boom and noise
emissions as much as possible. It uses gull-wing design coupled with an inverted V-tail to
control pressure generated as the plane displaces air at supersonic speed. Practically, it
should generate more shock waves with smaller magnitude (it is estimated to be 1/100th
of the sound emitted by the Concorde). The project QSST - X is an improved version
from 2013, and SAI invested around $ 400 million for the advanced study phase.

Maximum operating speed M 1.8
Long range cruise. supersonic M 1.6
Cruise Altitude 60 000 ft
Range 4 600 NM / 8 500 km
Wingspan 63 ft
Pax 12 (20/30)
Price $ 80M

Table 3.4: QSST-X specification and performance objective

Figure 3.4: QSST (left) and QSST - X (right)[86]

3.2.5. Lockheed Martin

Lockheed Martin is a global security, aerospace and information company with headquar-
tered in Bethesda, Md, USA, led by Marillyn A. Hewson. They focus on research and
developing of many different projects, and one of them is quieting the sonic boom caused
by supersonic airplanes. They are trying to solve this problem for more than decade. The
program NASA N+2 were established to achieve revolutionary reductions in supersonic
transportation airport noise, by developing a totally new kind of propulsion system. They
estimate, that the technology will be ready around the 2025 time frame. They also defined
a conceptual design - the N+3 for 2035 time frame. The N+2 is developing aircraft for up
to 100 passengers, so it shouldn’t be considered like business jet, but this project shows
many interesting problems, that’s why is mention in this thesis [43].

N+2
Lockheed Martin’s N+ 2 concepts has a tri-jet configuration. The principal for lowering
the noise is to create a series of closely timed small shocks. For this reason the aircraft
would be very long. Under the N+2 program, they working with Rolls Royce and General
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Electric companies, to create a new engine concept which can meet the take - off and
landing noise constraints, and which will has a great fuel efficiency.

Long range cruise. supersonic M 1.7
Range 5 000 NM / 9 200 km
Pax 80

Table 3.5: N+2 specification and performance objective

Figure 3.5: N+2 [67]

3.2.6. Tupolev

Tupolev is aerospace and Defense Company founded in 1922 in Moscow, Russia; by the
soviet aerospace engineer Andrei Nikolayevich Tupolev. This company already has rich
experience with launching and operating supersonic aircraft - Tu-144; which has been
flying for 3 years (1975 - 1978); or Tu - 22 and Tu - 160. Among others, they are also
engaged in the development of SSBJ - Tupolev Tu-444.

Tu - 444
The aircraft Tu - 444 is concept for SSBJ with massive cigar shaped engines, a sleek delta
wing, drooping nose and a slim body. It looks like Tu - 144, but it is less than half size.
The interior, avionics, and panels are strictly from the mind of Ramzzess. The official
website was taken down, so it’s possible that the project will be canceled.

Long range cruise supersonic M 2.0
Range 4 660 NM / 7 500 km
MTOW 90 400 lbs / 41 000 kg
BOW 42 550 lbs / 19 300 kg
Wingarea 1 460 sq ft / 136 sq m
Pax 6-10

Table 3.6: Tu - 444 specification and performance objective

Figure 3.6: Tu-444 [87]
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3.2.7. comparison of present projects with very fast subsonic BJ
and Concorde

In figure 7.3 are listed five most breaking throw projects for SSBJ, which were described
above, and there is also mention G650, like the most representative business jet and
Concorde, the only ”successful” project in civil supersonic aviation. This figure brings
some basic parameters of these aircrafts for comparison.

Figure 3.7: comparison between SSBJ, BJ and Concorde
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4. Technical aspects
The advantages of high speed flight are obvious - reduced travel time, smaller crew

costs and also a higher utilization. In spite of that the concept of ”efficient supersonic
flight” is sometimes considered as an oxymoron. Biggest handicap of supersonic aircraft
design are wave drag, surface heating, engine noise, sonic boom, fuel economy, cabin
pressurization and movement of the aerodynamic center. These problems should be solved
or minimize before launch of the first SSBJ.

4.1. Basics of supersonic flight

4.1.1. Mach number, speed of sound, speed regimes

If normal subsonic aircraft moves through the air, the air particles near the aircraft are
disturbed and move around the aircraft.When the aircraft passes at a high speed, typically
more than M 0.4, there must be considered the compressible effect. It means that some of
the aircraft energy is spent on compressing the air and locally change the air density. This
aerodynamic effect is usually neglected. For cases where compressibility is a significant
factor, the aerodynamics have designed a special parameter called the Mach number. The
Mach number in honor of Ernst Mach1, is non-dimensional unit, determining the ratio
of aircraft true air speed (VTAS) and the local speed of sound (a). The local speed of
sound is actually the speed of transmission of a small disturbance through a medium. It
determines the proportion between changes of pressure and density. Therefore is called
the rate of compressibility.

a =
√
g ∗R ∗ T

where g = 1.4 is adiabatic index for air, R = 287.05J/kg/K is a gas constant, and T
is the temperature. The adiabatic index or heat capacity ratio is non-dimensional unit
and determines the ratio of the heat capacity at constant pressure (Cp) to heat capacity
at constant volume (Cv). For a given fluid, the speed of sound a varies with square root
of temperature T . This implies that with increasing altitude in lower speeds, the issues
relating to the compressibility could be observed sooner. Different speeds that aircraft is
moving through air, brings different aerodynamic reaction. That is described by different
speed regimes - subsonic speed (M < 1), transonic speed (M = 1, range between 0.8−1.2),
supersonic speed (1 < M < 3) , high supersonic speed (3 < M < 5) and hypersonic speed
(M > 5)[39].

4.1.2. Shock wave and sonic boom

When the speed of sound is equals the speed of source (aircraft moves through air), the
wave fronts can’t escape the source. As a result of this, is formed “sound barrier”. When
an object moves faster than the speed of sound, the shock waves are generated. The
two main types of shock waves produced by a supersonic speed are Normal Shocks waves
and Oblique Shocks waves. These two types are produced by the same phenomena, but

1the famous mathematician and physicist from 19’th century
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Figure 4.1: Different speed regimes [53]

the shape of the supersonic object determines which type of shock wave is experienced.
Normal shock waves can be considered as special case of common Oblique shock waves,
which are typical for supersonic aircrafts. When the air passes through the normal shock
wave, its velocity falls (behind normal shock wave are subsonic speeds) and pressure,
temperature and density are dramatically increases. An oblique shock waves form on
sharp edges, when supersonic flow is turned on itself. The pressure, temperature and
density are also increases behind the oblique shock wave, but not that dramatically. The
velocity behind the wave also decrease, but not necessarily to subsonic speeds. There can
be distinguishing between two typical shock waves formation - the Oblique Shock and the
Expansion Fan [49].

Figure 4.2: Oblique and Normal shock wave [70]

Sonic boom is one of the most critical issues for public acceptance of the SST. The
shock waves caused by supersonic speed are travel from the release point (edges) in all
direction. When arrives at the ground, they are recognized as a sonic boom. There is a
rise in pressure at the nose, decreasing to a negative pressure at the tail, followed by a
sudden return to normal pressure after the object passed. This ”overpressure profile” is
known as an N-wave due to its shape. The N-wave causes two booms, which leads to a
”double boom” from supersonic aircraft. It is possible to reduce N-wave shape by using
suitable design, as shown on picture 5.7, known as “Low boom design”. The strength
of Sonic Boom is affected by aircraft weight (the heavier the aircraft → the greater lift
→ the greater disturbance of the air), shape and length (longer aircraft reduce sonic
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boom → spreading the lift along its length reduce the pressure disturbances), aircraft
altitude (higher altitude reduce sonic boom, because the pressure perturbation from the
aircraft varies as square root of the vertical distance from the aircraft), aircraft maneuver
(maneuvering aircraft - accelerating or turning, creates a louder sonic boom at certain
locations), and location in sonic boom carpet (a boom carpet is the area on the ground
where the aircraft’s sonic boom can be heard. And the sonic boom is loudest directly
under the flight path.

4.1.3. Supersonic aircraft structure and design

The design of aircrafts which flying faster than sound is different than the classical subsonic
aircrafts, and the designers must comply with some certain rules associated with high
speed flying. When the aircraft accelerates to supersonic speed, it must pass the transonic
regime, which is the most critical. The aerodynamic drag rises pretty sharply, which
require very high engine power and much more streamlined airframe.

Figure 4.3: Variation of wing drag coeficient CDw with Mach number [80]

Critical Mach number (MCR) or Drag - divergence Mach number (MDD) 2 is the lowest
Mach number at which the airflow over some point of the airplane (usually upper side of
the wing), reaches locally the exact speed of sound (while the remaining airflow is still
subsonic). This speed is considering as a boundary between subsonic and transonic range.
MDD, or MCR depends mainly on airfoil thickness and on the angle of attack.

4.2. Requirements for supersonic wings aircraft design

The aim of design the supersonic wing is to keep drag in transonic area as low as possible,
with considering the efficient flight in both subsonic and supersonic speed.

4.2.1. Airfoil thickness and design

With lowering the thickness, the critical Mach number increasing which is desirable, but
brings a certain negative effects like decrease in lift, or reduction of usable space in wing

2Some manufacturers / Boeing or Airbus are considering that the MDD = MCR, another (like a
Fokker) calculate the MDD = MCR + 0.02..
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(which is using for storage of fuel, undercarriage, or uplift mechanism). The appropriate
design for supersonic airfoil should be very thin formed of either angled planes or opposed
arcs with sharp leading and trailing edges. This types of airfoils are called the “biconvex”
or “double wedge”. In supersonic speeds is more appropriate to use the sharp edges
(because of prevent the formation of a bow shock in front of the airfoil), in contrast with
subsonic profiles, where is common to use the rounded leading edges.

Figure 4.4: Typical subsonic and supersonic airfoils

For efficient flight in transonic area, in 1965 (by Richard Witcomb at the NASA
Langley Research Center) were invented supercritical airfoils, with purpose to increase the
MCR value. The supercritical airfoil has a relatively flat top, thus encouraging a region
of supersonic flow with lower local values of Mach number and weaker shock waves.

Figure 4.5: Conventional and Supercritical airfoil [76]

4.2.2. Swept wing

The critical Mach number in conjunction with the negative effect on transonic flight is
also affected by wing swept. The MCR of swept wing is given by the equation:

M∆ =
MZ

cosx

where x is the wing swept angle, and the MZ is MCR of straight (no sweep) wing. As
can be seen on the picture ?? there are also some problems with swept wings. The lift
coefficient is decreasing with increasing wing sweep, which leads to longer required take -
off and landing lengths, and higher stalling speed, which could be dangerous in especially
in critical phase of flight (like takeoff and landing). Additionally, the flow separation
occurs initially near wing tip, which resulting in undesired tail pitching moment.
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Figure 4.6: Aerodynamics dependencies [4]

4.2.3. Aspect ratio

It is the ratio of wings length to its chord. Usually the length of the chord is varies along
the wing, so the aspect ratio (AR) is calculated according to next equation:

AR =
b2

S

where b is a wingspan and S the wing planform. Low aspect ratio attenuates the negative
effects of compressibility.

The design of supersonic wings was often conceived like delta wing, which taking the
advantages of low aspect ratio and swept wings. With delta wings could be attain the
high angle of attack at low speed, which generates the vortex on the upper side on the
wing, which increases the lift and gives lower landing speed. Another possible solution
for supersonic aircrafts is usage of variable geometry wings, called “swing wings”. This
solution is not so common, due to the complexity of swinging mechanisms, its weight and
the swinging effects of longitudinal trim.

Wing design of newly emerging projects: New type of design should be used on
Aerion AS2. The AS2 using a new technology called Supersonic Laminar Flow (SNLF) [32]
which should eliminate the skin friction. The basic of SNLF concept involves the special
shape of wings as desribed below. This permits the stabilization of the laminar boundary
layer with favorable pressure gradients without inducing large spanwise gradients that
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lead to crossflow transition [28]. According to the tests, this concept brings the reduction
about 20% of the total airframe drag. Aerion has very thin and smooth wing with no
sweep but with narrow and relatively sharp leading edges, with modified “bi-convex”
airfoil (both upper and lower surfaces are slightly curved)[21]. AS2 should use high lift
flaps that enable relatively low landing speeds, with good deck angle for better visibility
(avoiding so the Concord variable nose system).

Figure 4.7: comparison on laminar flow on delta wing and Aerion wing [32]

4.3. Problems with surface heat in high speed

Another problem connected with high speeds is surface heating. The temperature in
boundary layer 3 for longer flights is very closed to the temperature in stagnation point
- T0, due to the skin friction. The skin friction and compression causes the very high
temperatures around the aircraft. The skin temperature Tω is given by the equation:

Tω = (1 + r ∗ γ − 1

2
∗M2

∞)

Where γ = 1.4 for air and r is recovery factor (r = 0.85 for laminar flow and r = 0.92
for turbulent flow). The recovery factor significantly affects the skin temperature. The
character if flow will be laminar or turbulent is given by Reynolds number (the Reynolds
number is very low during flights in high altitudes with low density; therefore the flow
tends to be laminar.[55])

Due to the extreme heating of supersonic aircraft surfaces, flying more than Mach 2
there must be used special resistant materials, which might be heavy, and this could leads
to worse aircraft efficiency. Thats why, the projects are focus mainly on speeds up to
Mach 2.

3Layer of slow down air flow, in close proximity to the body, due to friction.
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Figure 4.8: Concorde airframe temperatures at Mach 2 [55]

4.4. Suitable engines for high speed fligh

The supersonic speeds impose a huge requirements and problems for propulsion systems.
There are discussed the common types of engines, which have some potential to be used
in supersonic speed.

JET ENGINES: Airplanes for civil air transport as well as military aircrafts are
usually powered by jet engines (gas turbine engines). There exists some different types
of jet engines, but all of them have some basics parts in common - inlet, compressor,
combustor and nozzle.

Figure 4.9: Jet engine structure [73]

Inlet - The shape of inlet depends on the expected mode of operation. Subsonic
aircrafts using simple, straight and short inlet with relatively thick lip. The design of
supersonic inlet is much more complex, because it must slow down the flow to subsonic
speed, before it reaches the compressor. There are various types of “slow down” mecha-
nisms - the withdrawal central cone, useage of the flat hinged plates to have a rectangular
cross section and of course some inlets with more exotic shapes for different reason. For
example the SR-71 have inlets which actually produce thrust during flight. These mech-
anisms generates shocks waves, with last normal shock wave, which cause that the flow
is no more supersonic and could enter to the compressor as written in chapter 2.2. Inlets
must comply with taught requirements and work properly and efficiently during whole
mission, over the entire flight aircraft envelope [40].

Compressor - Its function is to increase the pressure of the incoming flow before it
enter to the combustor. There are two main types: axial compressor (where the flow goes
parallel to the rotation axis) and centrifugal compressor (where the flow goes perpendic-
ular to the axis of rotation). The centrifugal compressor is used for small turbojets and
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Figure 4.10: Types of inlets a) classical subsonic, b) Rectangular supersonic, c) Axisym-
metric supersonic [81]

turbo shafts engines, and also like a pump for rocket engines. Larger and modern engines
usually using multi staged axial compressor.

Combustor - It is also called burner. The high pressure air from compressor is mixed
with the fuel and burned in combustor. The result is the very high temperature exhaust
gases, which producing the thrust, and also could be used to turn the turbine of the
compressor. The combustor is an important part for Ramjet and Scramjet engines, which
are designed for supersonic purposes.

Nozzle - The main principle of nozzles is to produce thrust, to lead the exhaust gases
back into the free stream, and determine the mass flow rate through the engine. There are
plenty of different types, sizes and shapes of nozzles. The design is usually using specially
shaped tube. For supersonic purposes is suitable to use the variable geometry convergent
- divergent nozzle. The supersonic aircrafts using the afterburning turbojet system, which
put back some energy by injecting the fuel directly into hot exhaust (have the variable
geometry convergent - divergent nozzle). This fuel burns and produces additional thrust,
but the consumption with afterburning is huge. In the convergent - divergent nozzle the
subsonic flow converges down to the throat and expands in the divergent section in order
to exit the nozzle in supersonic speed. The nozzles with variable geometry are complex
and heavier, but for this purposes efficient. 4

Figure 4.11: Convergent - divergent nozzle [82]

RAMJET The Ramjet is a quite simple mechanism. The air enters directly to the
engine inlet with the forward supersonic speed of the aircraft, and it’s creating a high

4The nozzle is also important part of the supersonic aircrafts equipped by rocket engines, which
are using nozzles for accelerate the hot exhaust gases and produce thrust. They used fixed geometry
convergent - divergent nozzle, with very large divergent section.
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pressure (like compressor in jet engine). The supersonic airflow is slowed down to subsonic
speed by the special shaped inlet and enter to the combustor where is the high pressure
air combined with small amount of fuel and ignited. Then the hot exhaust gasses goes
through the nozzle, which is shaped to accelerate the airflow to the speed which is higher
than the free stream speed. This reaction of accelerating a mass of gas creates thrust, like
is described by Newton’s third law of motion. This type of engine could produce thrust
only when the aircraft is moving. There must be used some another propulsion system
in order to accelerate the aircraft to a sufficient speed where the Ramjet engines could
produce thrust, which is the big drawback of this otherwise simple system. These types
of engines are proper for supersonic speeds up to Mach 5 (the higher the speed the better
engine performance, up to certain value, where it’s become inefficient due to aerodynamic
losses).

Figure 4.12: Ramjet engine structure [71]

SCRAMJET: The main principal of this engine is more or less the same like for
Ramjet engine, with one big difference - the combustion in the combustor occurs super-
sonically. There is no need for “slow down” shaped mechanisms, that’s why the Scramjet
is very simple. Due to this it’s a quite efficient system for very high (hypersonic) speed,
and within the atmosphere is more efficient than a rocket engines[47].

Figure 4.13: Scramjet engine structure [83]

AIR TURBORAMJET ENGINE: It’s combine the advantages of jet engines
(within the subsonic speed) and ramjet engine (within the supersonic speed). The turbo-
ramjet engine has compressor which works only at subsonic speed. Its operations are
controlled by using bypass flaps, which are closed during low speed flight, and forced the
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air directly to the compressor. During supersonic flight the bypass flaps are open and let
the air flow to the combustion chamber where produce thrust like a simple ramjet engine.
The famous turboramjet engines Pratt & Whitney J58 (company designation JT11D-20)
were used on SR-71 [54].

Figure 4.14: Principle of turboramjet engine a) Bypass flaps allowing flow into turbojet,
b) Bypass flaps block flow into turbojet during ramjet mode [65]

ROCKET ENGINE: The rocket engines works on one of this two main types of
fuel: liquid rocket (which consist of separately stored fuel, oxidizer and propellants) and
a solid rockets (where the propellants are mixed and packed in to the solid cylinder). The
propellants burn only when it’s exposed to a heating provided by igniter. Within the
liquid rocket the thrust could be stopped by turning off the flow of propellants, not like
as solid racket, where once the burning started, it’s continue until all of the propellants
are exhausted, or the engine casing is destroyed. The solid rocket is suitable for military
controlled missiles. The liquid rocket has been used for military or experimentally aircrafts
mainly for the reason, that they don’t need air, but they have some disadvantages like
higher weight and complexity (due to pumps, storage tanks. . . ).

Figure 4.15: Principle of rocket engine [84]
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5. Environmental aspects
It is very important to deal with the impact of SSBJs on environment. It must

comply with strictly regulation. The main problem, that needs to be fully understood
and described are noise, exhaust emissions and fuel consumption. The main environmental
challenges are: low sonic boom; low noise during takeoff and landing; and benign effect
on climate and atmospheric ozone.

5.1. Aircraft noise

The aircraft noise is a big problem, which has been studied for decades, and which is
still the focus of research effort today. It is a big issue of environmental, technological
and financial impact. It is known, that noise can have bad influence on human and
also animals. The noise may result in annoyance (which can leads to mental stress and
angriness), depressions, sleep disorders, hearing damage and problems with health (car-
diovascular system - high blood pressure, heart attacks). The most important effect in
terms of number of affected people is the annoyance, which is strongly connect with spe-
cific effects, like necessity to close window in order to be enable to sleep, disturbance or
interference with listening radio, watching TV and communication. As a critical noise
and unacceptable level is considered to be noise above 65dB 1. In EU more than 25 % of
people are exposed to noise level exceeding 65dB (source of noise are aircraft, railway and
road traffic). That people have a reduced quality of life. In aviation is common to meets
with noise level higher than 85dB [22]. Therefore exist different noise reduction regula-
tion and noise - related practices such as aircraft noise management, reduction of noise
at source, noise abatement operational procedures, noise charges and restriction. These
regulations were developed in 2001 by ICAO, and were applied to European airports by
means of EU Directive 2002/30/EC. Despite everything, the maximum acceptable loud-
ness level of a sonic boom is not specified under the current ICAO or FAA regulations[2].
So it’s necessary to identify the loudness level, which is acceptable for authorities and
public and its possible to gain with known technologies.

Typically, the jet aircraft noise sources include: jet noise, core noise, inlet and aft fan
noise, turbine and airframe noise. For supersonic aircrafts, the main sources of noise are
jet noise and interaction of flow with frame. There can be recognized two main types of
aircraft noise - noise from engines and airframe noise.

• Jet engine noise - this source of noise cannot be avoided. Turbofan engine noise is
caused by forward radiated noise from fan and compressor and aft radiated noise
from jet exhaust, fan and core components. The jet noise is connected with engine
bypass ratio. Higher bypass ratio generate less noise due to lower exhaust gas
velocity. Unfortunately, the engines with high bypass ratio are inappropriate for
SSBJs, due to low efficiency in supersonic cruise. This could lead to solution to
use engines with variable bypass ratio. Those engines will be very complex, ale
also maybe too heavy, but they can be used in all speed regimes with very good
efficiency.

1Decibel is a logarithmic unit, which express the ratio between two values of intensity - sound pressure
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Figure 5.1: Aircraft as a complex noise source

• Airframe noise - is the result of complex noise - generating aerodynamic sources
on the wings, the flaps, the slats, the landing gear, the tail section, the airfoil and
all the other parts which creates turbulence. The noise is created by friction and
turbulent flow when air interference to the airframe. Increasing airframe noise is
a function of increasing aircraft size and speed, but it has a bigger effect at low
altitude, due to lower air density. Another noise caused by airframe during high
speed is sonic boom, which is discussed above.

For SSBJs will be hard to comply with all this restriction, but they must deal with
special technologies, in order to results with at least equal noise compared to current
business jets.
Technology programs and research initiatives for lowering the aircraft noise
[15]

There are explain some main organizations, who’s are dealing with lowering the aircraft
noise. The organizations are listed according to their country.

US Noise Technology Research Programs - The FAA’s program CLEEN (Continuous
Lower Energy, Emissions and Noise program) is the principle for NextGen environmental
effort. In addition, this program focuses on lowering the noise, NOx, emissions and fuel
burn. Another US program ERA (Environmentally Responsible Aviation) is performed
by NASA. Their project goals are - exploration and maturation of aircraft and propul-
sion system design for lowering the community noise, NOx emissions and fuel burn; and
the determination of potential impact of their design and technologies if successfully im-
plemented into the ATS (Air Transportation System). The scope of US aircraft noise
research include: propulsion noise (very high bypass, open rotors, built-in engines, geared
turbofan. .); airframe noise ( flap, slat, landing gear. .); advanced tube and wing configu-
ration (propulsion - airframe interaction, scattering, shielding. .); and tools and methods
like acoustics modeling framework and so on.

EU Noise Technology Research Programs - The ACARE SRA (Advisory Council for
Aeronautics Research in Europe - Strategic Research Agenda) established some recom-
mended strategies for noise reduction - lower the noise about −10dB using a four main
contributors: Generation 1 noise technologies (improve or invent new passive noise reduc-
tion techniques); Generation 2 noise technologies (active techniques for multidisciplinary
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Figure 5.2: Scope of US A/C noise research: a) open rotor, b) geared turbofan c) flap,
slat, landing gear d) acoustic modeling [75]

aeroacoustic design); Novel architectures; and improvement of noise abatement procedures
(continuous descent approach. .)[63].

Figure 5.3: Steps to ACARE 2020 Noise Target [63]

Canadian Noise Technology Research Programs - The GARDN (Green Aviation Re-
search and Development Network) was founded in 2008 by Canadian Aerospace manu-
facturers and the Canada’s government. The GARDN’s points of interests are: Airframe
noise reduction, landing gear noise diagnostics and predictions, forced mixer and nozzle
noise reduction and high speed fan noise.

Figure 5.4: Scope of Canadian research: a)landing gear noise diagnostics and predictions
b) forced mixer and nozzle noise reduction c) high speed fan noise [78]
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Russian Federation Technology research programs - the Program for Aviation Ecology
(2012 - 2025) under the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russian federation dealing
besides with noise reduction in term of community and cabin noise. There are also
contracts for technology research like “Aircraft 2020” (new aircraft design concepts -
elliptic fuselage / flying wing. .), “Transport” (estimation of acoustic screening effect by
airframe design details), “Omega” (main technology problems - jet and airframe noise,
sound absorption materials. .) and “Breathing” (engine noise reduction at the source,
development of advanced hush kits. .).

Figure 5.5: Scope of Russian research: a) “Aircraft 2020” b) “Transport” c) “Breathing”
[72]

Japanese Noise Technology Research Programs - the cooperation between govern-
ment, research institutes, universities and industry in Japan brings lots of information,
improvements, studies and technologies to help with industrial and academic needs in
noise reduction problems. One of the research institutes - JAXA (Japan Aerospace Ex-
ploration Agency) have carried out a wide range of research programs - like low boom
design concept D-SEND, which is discussed below. Another scope of interest in noise
related projects are supersonic propulsion systems, which are reducing the jet noise level
(like dual - spool turbofan engine - with low CO2, low NOx and low noise), or using
Computational Fluid Dynamics(CFD) tools have contributed to fan noise reduction.

Figure 5.6: Scope of Japanese research: a) D - SEND b) dual - spool turbofan engine c)
fan noise reduction [36]

Low sonic boom design project
One of the project which dealing with reducing the sonic boom is D-SEND (”Drop test

for Simplified Evaluation of Non-symmetrically Distributed sonic boom”) project done by
JAXA’s Institute of Aeronautical Technology. Their goal is to demonstrate and validate
JAXA’s ”low sonic boom design concept” through flight tests. By using computational
fluid dynamic technology, they are developing design of supersonic aircraft which should
to halve the sonic boom intensity. The tests are carried out by the experimental airplane -
Silent SuperSonic Concept model (S3CM), which is unmanned supersonic glider. Lowering
the front shock is made by non - axisymmetric nose, and the aft shock tailoring is made
by lifting - up fuselage [36].

Mach Cutoff
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Figure 5.7: Principle of D -SEND project [36]

There is also a phenomenon, known as “Mach cutoff” which enable to the aircraft to fly
slightly above Mach 1 speed without shock waves reaching ground. Using this phenomena,
SSBJ could fly above the ground in altitude at 35 000 ft or higher, by supersonic speed.
Modern on board avionics system could calculate the supersonic speed (it’s vary between
Mach 1.1 and 1.2) that would cause the boom bounced upward or refract at 5 000 ft AGL.
This speed is determined by actual weather condition - principally by temperature and
wind. This type of flight may cause some problems also. Under the 5 000 ft border line
there are some diffused pressure evanescent waves, which could be heard by people on the
ground. According to NASA, it should sound like some distant thunder, but it is not sure
right now, if this type of sound will be judged like acceptable level. So this phenomenon
is tested by NASA under the Far - field Investigation of No Boom Threshold. It’s obvious
that this phenomena will shorter the travel time, using the supersonic speed over land
[?cutof?].

Figure 5.8: Principle of Mach Cutoff [?cutof?]
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5.2. Emissions

During last several decades could be observe a big growth in aircraft industry. Unfortu-
nately, aircrafts consumes a considerable amount of fuel, which brings lots of problems.
During the past 20 years the fuel consumption has increase by about 75%, and it’s obvious
that the growth will continue rapidly. The problem is that aircraft emit their exhaust
products at specific altitudes where significant effects might be expected. Since super-
sonic aircraft engines may emit significant amounts of NOx, the fear is that large fleets
of supersonic aircraft flying at stratospheric levels, where is a maximum ozone concentra-
tions, might seriously deplete the stratospheric ozone layer, leading to increased ultraviolet
radiation flux on the biosphere.

NOx reduction technologies are include: novel cycles that increase bypass ratios,
incorporation of lean burn technology, rich Quick Quench Lean (RQL) technology. The
biggest related difference between subsonic and supersonic jets is cruise altitude. It is
expected, that SSBJs will fly in lower stratosphere, where Stratospheric Ozone is predicted
to have a negative radioactive forcing function as opposed to positive for Tropospheric
ozone [30]. Figure 5.9 presents the calculated column ozone impact for the Northern
Hemisphere as a function of cruise altitude for different E.I. (NOx) and the two fuel
burn cases (73 Mlbs/day and 146 Mlbs/day). In this figure the altitude sensitivity of the
studies show the point in the lower atmosphere where the effect on ozone transitions from
a positive effect on ozone to a negative impact [11].

Figure 5.9: Calculated column ozone impact for the Northern Hemisphere as a function
of cruise altitude for different emission index EI(NOx) and for fuel burn of 73 Mlbs/day
and 146 Mlbs/day. [11]

The amounts of operating hours of SSBJs, will not be that significant as compared
with whole Air traffic. But even though, must be established programs designed to reduce
the effects of aviation on high altitude emissions [11]. The main goals are:

• Develop lower emissions combustors (Improve Computational Modeling Capability)

• Develop Low Emission Combustor Concepts that reduceNOx Emissions throughout
the entire engine cycle and also reduce particulate emissions
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• Improve efficiency of both airframe and engine to reduce fuel burn

• Develop an Alternative Fuels that have the potential to reduce both pollutant emis-
sions and the carbon footprint of aviation

• Reduce travel time by using supersonic aircrafts

5.3. Fuel consumption

Fuel is non-renewable energy resource and due to that, the amount of fuel is limited, which
is a problem for the future of aeronautical world. The current technologies, in spite of the
researchers are trying very hard, still achieving not sufficient results in terms of lowering
the fuel consumption. It’s pretty clear that this problem will bring lots of troubles to
future SSBJ. Detailed study about fuel consumption is made in chapter 9.2.
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6. Safety aspects
6.1. Cosmic radiation

Flights at high altitudes are exposed to atmospheric radiation which has galactic or solar
origin. Galactic rays are penetrating deeply into the Earth’s atmosphere with high energy.
The solar cosmic rays are less penetrating, but they could be very intense; they are
generating by solar flares. The intensity of cosmic rays increases with height and also
depends on latitudes and longitudes. Cosmic radiation is a form of ionizing radiation and
it is mainly consists of particles like protons, electrons, heavier ions and neutrons.

Different consequences may cause the radioactive irradiation of humans, and 10% of
factors contribute to this cosmic radiation. The amount of radiation absorbed by the
human body is given in Sv (Sievert). Cosmic radiation at sea level is 0.6mSv/year and
increases with altitude of 0.2mSv/km/year. So in heights around 35 000 ft, where com-
mercial aircraft normally flying is radiation about 100 times higher than on the ground.
High dose radiation on humans has an negative impact, so it is necessary to restrict the
time when people staying at higher altitudes. Evaluation of cosmic radiation is carried
out according to the regulation OPS 1.390. The operators which attended to operate his
aircraft at altitudes above 45 000 ft must have a cosmic radiation detection equipment
in compliance with OPS 1.680. In ACJ (Advisory circular) to OPS is described Working
Schedules and Record Keeping and also Assessment of Cosmic Radiation. For example
in FL480 the hours exposure for effective dose of 1 Millisievert (mSv) is set to 120 hours
at latitude 60◦N and 350 hours at equator.

Aircrew have very strict limits to the number of hours they’re allowed to fly, especially
aircrews on polar routes. This is because cosmic radiation particles may be electrically
charged and are thus deflected by the Earth’s magnetic field. During high solar activity
(thus increased radiation exposure) those hours are reduced even further.

Figure 6.1: Minimum number of flight hours needed to obtain annual dose of 6 mSv
(January 1998, solar minimum) on polar and equatorial regions for three flight altitudes
[85]
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6.2. High - altitude cabin depressurization

There is a problem with depressurization during the flights in high altitudes (50 000 ft).
Cabin depressurization in such heights could cause a safety risk for crew and passengers,
or it could be even worse in case of rapid or explosive decompression. In heights above
50 000 ft the time of useful consciousness is 5 - 12 seconds without supplemental oxygen.
The regulation FAR 25.841 dealing with cabin pressure altitude. Commercial aircraft
have to be designed so that passengers will not be exposed to a cabin pressure altitudes
that exceeds 25 000 ft for more than 2 minutes or a pressure altitude of 40 000 ft for any
duration for any failure condition that cannot be shown to be “extremely improbable”.
The planned cruise altitudes for SSBJ are around 60 000 ft, therefore will be maybe
difficult to meet the regulations. That’s why must be used the innovative technologies
such as automatic emergency descent mode for aircraft flight control systems, or self -
sealing material to contain fuselage pressure leaks[50].

• Automatic emergency descent system monitors the cabin pressure altitude, and in
case that it exceeds a pre-set value, automatically direct the autopilot to decent to
an altitude where is not needed the supplementary oxygen (usually FL100). This
system is should be initiated only if the crew failed to respond the cautionary alert,
which indicating the pilot incapacitation due to the effects of hypoxia. The auto
emergency descent is also able to communicate and inform the ground facilities
about the occasion.

• The self-healing materials are a class of smart materials, which have ability to
repair some damages caused by mechanical usage. The main principle is based on
the healing medium contain within the structure (by incorporating into individual
particles or capsules or into micro vascular system) and bleeding into the structure
plies as a result of damage of composite materials. Some self-healing systems have
been successfully tested. These technologies cannot seal leaks completely, but it
could reduce the leak rate which provide some extra time for emergency descent
[25].

Figure 6.2: Capsule - based self-heating system. In case a breakage occurs, the capsules
release their contents causing a chemical reaction to “heal it” [25]

NASA developed the model for theoretical decompression using an initial cabin alti-
tude of 8 000 ft, emergency decent rate 10000ft/min, cabin volume of 25000ft3 and hole
in the structure of 0.9ft2. According to this model, the cabin decompression at altitudes
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between FL600 and FL800, where SSBJs are intended to fly, is extremely hazardous. As
shown in graph 6.3, the decompression at FL625 under the set conditions leads to max-
imum cabin altitude of 49 000 ft, and remaining above 25 000 ft for 3 minutes and 45
sec, which is unacceptable. For example one solution for this could be lower the initial
cabin altitude to 6 000 ft and increase the emergency descent rate to 12500ft/min. These
changes reduce the amount of time spent above 25 000 ft to 1 minute and 55 seconds,
which is borderline of acceptance. This example only shows the possible problems and its
solution connected to high level decompression, and the ongoing SSBJs projects should
set some strict rules dealing with these problems. The strategy of lowering the cruise
altitude is not a good solution for many reasons (environmental concerns, aerodynamic
and structural design limitations. .)

Figure 6.3: The Graph is showing the changes in cabin altitude and lung PO2 resulting
from decompression. The open circles and squares represent changes in cabin altitude
resulting from decompression of the cabin from 42 500 and 62 500 ft, respectively. The
closed circles and open diamonds represent the corresponding changes in lung PO2. (Con-
cepts Providing for Physiological Protection After Aircraft Cabin Decompression in The
Altitude Range of 60 000 to 80 000 ft above Sea Level)[74]

There are some protective strategies, which may be used for lowering the risk of cabin
decompression:

• Window - less cabin - some of the new projects using the window - less cabin with
artificial vision system, in order to increase the popularity by using new technology
and also for keeping the risk of decompression at minimum.

• Double hull cabin - another solution for lowering the change of catastrophic decom-
pression is use the aircraft with double hull cabin. This solution will be definitely
heavier and more costly and it also not solves the problems with decompression
resulting from mechanical failure in the pressurization system.
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• Sealed cabin - there is also a solution from 1950’ to use a perfectly sealed cabin
which is capable to withstand the pressure differential of extreme altitudes (up to
FL1000). The risk of decompression is on minimum level, but brings some draw-
backs. Means of produce a safe and breathable atmosphere while eliminate waste
products produced within closed environment. It requires also heavier, larger and
more complex aircraft design.

• Ram-air injection system - this system is collecting ambient air by extendable high
recovery scoop, and diverting it into the aircraft to pressurize cabin. This solution
creates a problem with extreme heating, which must be cooled by water vapor. For
example to repressurizate the cabin altitude about 20 000 ft during descent from
a decompression at FL700, requires 67kg of water. That’s why this solution is not
very convenient.

• Pressure cloths - there are also some solutions which are suitable more for military
purposes than for business men and executives, like use a pressure suits, special
pressure mask, or protect the occupants before the dangerous effect of decompression
is to create a hyperoxic cabin environment.
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7. Economical aspects
”It’s the corporate jets and the very rich who would value the speed and pay
a high price.” 1

”There’s a business case and a demand for this.” ”People want to get places
faster.” 2[58]

7.1. Business jets air traffic overview

Word air travel has grown 5% per year since 1980. It is obvious, that demand for air
travel is continuously growing, despite fluctuation caused by 2 financial crises, 2 Gulf
wars, oil shock, 9/11 and SARS. The forecast of two main word manufacturers Airbus
and its biggest rival Boeing expects continuous growth in air traffic during next 20 years.
The predicted growth is around 5% per year [16] [29].

Business jets market overview
Business aviation represents a part of general aviation with focusing on the business

segment. During last 10 years, the business jets industry shows some progress, with steep
turn-down in 2009-2010. There are a many market indicators, which show continuous
improvement in 2013 over 2012. There were 678 business jets delivered, compared to 672
business jets in 2012. The entry-into-service of several new models and improving demand
provided stabilization to the market and a shift to positive deliveries. The year 2013 in
the US business jet market showed signs of improved market confidence, with increased
business jet orders (market share was 52.4%, compared to 49.7% in year before) , whereas
demand in the European market remained subdued due to ongoing economic uncertainty
(declined from 20.8% in 2012 to 15.6% in 2013 market share). Customer deliveries in
the rest of the world included 11.9% to customers in the Asia Pacific region, 11.1% to
Latin America, and 9.0% to the Middle East and Africa. In the turbo-propeller airplane
segment could be also observed a continuous grow of 10.4% (645 shipments compared to
584 shipments in 2012). The growth in Business jets shipments continued during 2014
about 6.5% [20].

The most important segment for this thesis is “High-End” business jets market seg-
ment. This segment includes super large and ultra-long range jets, with purchase price
more than 40M$. Typical representatives for this segment are: Gulfstream G650 (62M$),
Gulfstream G550 (57M$), Dassault Falcon 7X (50M$), Bombardier Global 8000 (65M$),
Bombardier Global 5000 (49M$), Bombardier Express XRS (51M$), Embraer Lineage
1000 (45M$). .[33] Study about deliver in business jets with purchase cost above 40M$,
in table 7.1 shows us that portion of “high-end” segment is increasing in each year. Dur-
ing last 7 years the shares of “high-end” business jets has growth from 13.4% to 35.8% in
2013 and remain above 305 in 2014; which is more than significant and also it bring an
optimistic expectation in launching new SSBJs [8].

1Andrew Goldberg, CEO of Metropolis Group, an investment firm with expertise in the aerospace
sector
2Jeff Miller, Aerion’s head of marketing and communication
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Figure 7.1: GA Airplane Shipments by Type of Airplane Manufactured Worldwide (1994
- 2014) [8]

Figure 7.2: Worldwide Turbine Business Airplane Fleet (200 - 2014) [42]

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Price[M$]
G650 / G550 88 75 75 78 83 121 117 60
Falcon 7X 21 32 41 31 37 43 27 55
Bomb. 5000/XRS 51 51 49 53 54 62 80 50
Embraer 1000 - 5 5 3 2 4 3 45
Airbus Corporate Jet (all) 11 13 15 10 9 6 5 50
Boeing Business Jet (all) 6 6 12 8 12 7 10 65∑

177 182 197 183 197 243 243
Total jets delivered 1315 874 767 696 672 678 722
% 13.4 20.8 25.7 26.3 29.3 35.8 33.5

Table 7.1: ”High - end” Business Jets

7.2. Business jets analysis

Many analysis (Bombardier Business Aircraft Market Forecast, Honeywell Aerospace
Business Aviation Outlook, Teal Group Business Aviation overview. .) shows that willing-
ness of customers to buy the most exclusive and expensive aircraft is almost independent
on the world economic situation. Some customers just want to own the best product on
market, and they are ready to pay for it. For example, after worldwide economics turn
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down in 2008, the number of aircraft delivered in lower business market segment (cost
less than $25M) decrease of 42,8%. In the other side in more expensive business market
segment, decrease in delivery was only 4,1%. In the upper segment the price elasticity is
very low, and price for aircraft does not appear to be an obstacle, so the expect is that
most important growth driver will be exclusive jets. Nowadays most market indicators are
positive - increasing flight activity, continuing economic growth, strong corporate profits,
the inventory of used aircraft for sale is declining and orders for new business jests are
rising. Another indicator show, that business jet demand is strong in US and growing in
most other regions of the world, particularly Asia and Latin America.

7.2.1. Business jets market forecast

Honeywell 2014 Global Business Aviation Outlook
In its 23rd annual Business Aviation Outlook, Honeywell (NYSE: HON) is forecasting

up to 9,450 new business jet deliveries worth $280 billion from 2014 to 2024. According
to this last survey, the largest share of purchase plans has the large cabin models, but
there is also a growth in interest for midsize and small models as well. The survey also
shows, that the customers interest is stronger for new models, new technologies and for
popular and luxury aircrafts.

MARKET FORECAST 2014 – 2033 BOMBARDIER BUSINESS AIR-
CRAFT

The Bombardier Company forecast 22 000 new business jets will be delivered over
the next 20 years, valued at $ 617 billion. The Business jet market history and forecast
[?bomb?]:

History Forecast (2014 - 2033)
2004 - 2013 2014 - 2023 2024 - 2033 Total

Delivery Units 6 125 9 200 12 800 22 000
Revenues $161B $264B $353B $617B

Table 7.2: Business Jets market history and forecast

The bombardier company believes that the strength of the long term market drivers
of business jets industry growth. The main market drivers are: expanding globalization
of trade, continued wealth creation, strong increase in use of business jets in high growth
economies, demand for replacement aircraft. . .

Forecast International, Inc.
The company released in October 2014 study called “The Market for Business jet

Aircraft”, where predicting that 9 634 business jets will be produced during 10 years
period (2014 - 2023), with its value estimated at $255 billion . The Forecast International
is provider of market intelligence, forecasting, proprietary research and consulting services
for the worldwide aerospace, defense, electronics and power systems [12].

There are put these market surveys together for comparison:
The results from individual companies are very similar, and the average estimation

from these results shows the demand for 9428 new business jets at value of $266,33 billion.
General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA)
According to GAMA 2014 Datebook forecast (2014 - 2033) could be expected annual

growth of US General Aviation, particularly business jets fleet about 3%. This can be
represent by 22 050 total amount of business jets in 2034 (and 15 800 in 2024). This is
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Company Forecast (2014 - 2023) Revenues
Honeywell 9 450 $280B
Bombardier 9 200 $264B
Forecast International 9 634 $255B
Average 9 428 $266.33B

Table 7.3: Market surveys comparison

the total number of business jets, which means that in next 10 years there will be about
4163 jets more than today. So the demand will be for 4163 plus 1745 which are replacing
the retired aircraft (usually 15% of total aircraft number). This shows that is predicted
to deliver 5908 new business jet to US. This result can’t be inserting into the table above,
because it’s dealing only with US General Aviation.

7.3. Market analyse

The question of establish a market demand for a SSBJs is complicated. There are already
existed some market studies made by professional market research companies and also
some studies made by manufacturer organization. For better results, it could be compared
and evaluate with known demand for classical subsonic business jets (from the table
above). As been said in chapter 3 there are several groups of potential customers. The
biggest targets with biggest market power are private firms and companies, rich people,
and also the model of fractional ownership, which gives them some advantages as described
above. The other groups of potential clients are Governments, Military (with non-civil
application), Special Cargo transport companies and some research organization, but their
market power is not significant.

7.3.1. Estimation of market demand for SSBJs

There are some factors of influence in SST market assessment, which have to be taken
into account.

• Supersonic overland flight at Mach cut-off speed versus rerouted flight (for particular
routes should be estimate if is suitable to fly overland with lower speed or reroute
the flight over the water with respect to total flight time and costs)

• Time gain (the purpose of SST is to safe some time, the more time is safe, the better
it is; there should be estimate if the gain of time is sufficient for higher ticket price)

• Flight scheduling and time difference (there could be problem with time shift due
to fast traveling, some passengers could prefer for instance take evening flight, have
night’s sleep in a subsonic airplane, rather than ”loose” the night in supersonic
airplane (this is an example for eastward routes)

• Flight frequency (if there will be enough demand for scheduling more than one flight
per day on particular route, there will be an alternative flight to choose from, and
more frequencies means higher demand)

• Ticket price (this is a big question, the price ticket will have a big influence on SST
market)
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• Value proposition (this is question if the supersonic small and narrow cabin will
provide sufficient comfort and service for ”high-end” customers)

• Fleet and network planning (this is the question if an airline / operator could utilize
the aircraft)

• Length of stay (the longer a passengers will stay in the destination, the less the
require the fast transportation, it’s obvious that the SST is focused on business
managers, governments and other sectors which requires short length of stay in
destination)

Demand on subsonic BJ

On the basis of study about “high - end” jets (above), can be expected an increase on
demand. For this purpose expected amount of business jets with purchasing price higher
than $ 40M is 30 - 40% of total business world fleet. It means 2828 - 3771 new “high-end”
business jets within the next 10 years. Of course, this is an ideal situation. Some new
global crisis, or any other problems (environmental, terrorist. .) may have more or less
significant impact on this. For this ideal situation, where there will be deliver about 3300
new business jets, with possibility that 10% (around 330) of them will be supersonic jets.

Existing studies for SSBJs demand

Aerion Market study made by Roland Vincent Associates in the beginning of 2014 con-
firmed a consistent level of demand for more than 600 units over 20 years. It was the
third market study made by Aerion during last 10 years. In 2010 was performed a market
research by Alden & Associates market research company with result of demand for 300
SSBJ within 10 years. Its first study was made in 2005 by Strategy One Consulting and
showed a demand for about 250 SSBJ during next decade).

Another SSBJ developer made some similar research with similar results. According
to this is possible that there will be a real demand for 520 SSBJ during next 20 years. The
results from market research are more or less matches with the estimation from demand
for subsonic jets. Based on these results can be expected demand for 400 - 600 SSBJs
within next 20 years.

Market study Demand [units] Timeframe
AS2 600 20
QSST 300 - 400 20
Spike 600 10 (from 2020)
Gulfstream Aerospace [24] 350 over 10
Meridian / Teal [26] 250 - 450 over 10
Teal Group Study [62] 400 20
Average 440 20

Table 7.4: SSBJ demand forecast
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Analysis of the global premium ticket market

This study is based on Marketing information Data Tapes (MIDTs), which ate aggregated,
anonymous booking data from the Global Distribution System (GDS) 3. This provides
origin - destination (O/D) demand figures for the whole global airline traffic. This study
predicts, that the future SST passengers will recruit from the business and first class
passengers.

The model for estimation of future SST market shows the amount of specific SST
aircraft need on a route (NSST ), according to their capacity. It’s based on following
assumption:

• There are 2200 - 3800 O/D market data sets, which are fulfilling the requirements
for future SST (intercontinental O/D demand and important long - haul inter -
continental O/D demand, which are flown by at least 2 000 premium passengers per
year)

• The speed of SST will be between M1.5 and M2.0

• There wouldn’t be any airport related restriction due to noise or some other factors

• The passenger load Factor (PLF ) will be 75%

• The passengers switching percentage (PSP ) could be between 0% and 100%

The formula for calculation the NSST is:

NSST =
Py ∗ PSP

CSST ∗ PLF ∗ 365
∗ D

Davg

where Py is the yearly passenger number (this example counts with 10 000 passenger
per year), CSST is the seat capacity of the aircraft considered[17]. This example works
with guessing based on my opinion. The graph in figure ??, for preset condition, showing
the amount of SSBJ need with respect to given aircraft capacities and passengers switching
percentage (PSP).

In case that 30% of total 10 000 premium business passengers will switch to SSBJ,
there will be a need od 100 SSBJ for one year. This example is due to the lack of
information very abstract, that’s why it’s doesn’t counted in conclusion.

3GDS providing important market and competition information contains booking characteristics, traf-
fic flow and market shares
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Figure 7.3: Expected SSBJ demand according to aircraft capacity and different PSP PSP

7.4. Estimation of SSBJ demand

All of the mention approaches to estimate the market demand for SSBJ, are made by best
guessing, using the very limited information. But the results are quite similar, which may
indicate, that the real situation will be also similar. To give everything together, there
is an almost certainty, that there will be demand for 400 - 600 SSBJ within the next 10
years.

7.5. Life cycle cost for SSBJs

The typical aircraft life cycle usually consist of theses phases: Aircraft Development - R&
D phase, no sales; Aircraft Introduction - Entry into service, product is valuable, no profit
- requirements for many improvements; Product growth - “everybody” wants it, popular
and favored product; Product Maturity - the product is mature, sales reach the max value;
and Product decline - market is saturated and aircraft becomes technically obsolete, new
type appeared on the market. The phase where investments are equal revenues is called
Break Even point, and since that point is generating profit [18].

7.5.1. Estimating of life cycle cost

The life cycle costs are generally consist of: Program costs (RDTE and Production costs,
Investment and support activities), Ownership costs (Direct and Indirect operational
costs) and Disposal costs. In order to no SSBJs have been lunch to the market yet, is
hard to establish exact life cycle cost. The items which can’t be reproduced yet were
established by best guessing with considering the situation in known subsonic business
jets market.

Program Cost
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Figure 7.4: Aircraft Life cycle lifecycle

The program costs consist of the cost for Research, Development, Testing and Eval-
uation of the airplane (RDTE), cost for certification, procurement costs and production
costs. To predict these costs is very difficult in order large amount of uncertainties and
also a possible late design changes (which is typical for new kind of research). But it
is quite certain that the cost will be high, because it’s a new program without previous
models, so the validation requirements could be very costly. It is also necessary to demon-
strate the sonic boom and noise compliance. For an idea, the RDTE cost varies between
$0.8 billion for Bombardier’s Global Express to $22 billion for Airbus A400M (Concorde
program cost were 1.3 billion GBP). Program cost estimation is mainly depends on air-
craft size, weight and desired speed, as well as the amount of production quantity. There
are some very old methods for setting the RDTE price, but, the results are so different,
due to the lack of information. The chairman of Aerion Corporation, Robert Bass, is
ready to invest $3 - $4 billion to the R& D phase.

Ownership Cost
Direct operational costs (DOC) are proportional to aircraft cycles and flight time.

These costs logically increasing with increasing flight time. It usually consist of cost of:
fuel, oil and another liquid (anti-icing fluid. .), which represents the largest share of costs,
due to high fuel consumption; Maintenance costs for airframe and power-plant - consist
of inspection and repairs depending on flight time and cycles, random maintenance and
improvements, costs for engine overhaul and life limited time replacement , etc.; crew costs
- cost for duty time, pilots licensing and training; and Landing fees - depending on aircraft
weigh, used airport, noise and exhaust emission. Indirect operational cost (IOC) should
be paid anyway, no matter if aircraft flying or not. The main parts are depreciation
cost, or leasing costs. Another part usually includes insurance fees, parking/ hangar,
taxes, administration and annual inspection. The total operational costs are established
based on commercial and military guidelines [5] ). The graph 7.5 is the percentage graph
of Ownership cost for supersonic aircraft, but actual values will vary with the type of
aircraft and its operation.
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7. ECONOMICAL ASPECTS

Figure 7.5: SSBJ Ownership cost

For One hour flight, with fuel consumption is 4540 kg /hrs and price of $2 / gallon,
and the percentage cost like in previous graph the total ownership costs per 1 hour flight
on AS2 are $ 5 820. The amount of individual cost per hour is shown in next graph 7.7.

Figure 7.6: Estimated AS2 owner cost per 1 hour

Disposal costs
The disposal cost for civil aircrafts are usually negative, because some parts could be

re -sale, others are recycling. The disposals costs are usually vary between 5 - 10 % of
the aircraft purchasing price.

The interactive table for estimation of operation costs is shown in appendix x.

7.6. Risk management

It is very important to determine all possible risks associated with the specific project.
Risk management is try to prevent or mitigate the incidence of risks and unpleasant
surprises, and eliminate as much as possible those negative impacts. Risk management
consists in the following steps [44]:
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7.6. RISK MANAGEMENT

1. Risk identification - check lists, safety audits, Cause “̈ıf. . . ”, tree events analysis

2. Risk Description - effect “than. . . ”

3. Risk estimation - impact on project (probability of occurrence and consequence)

4. Risk Evaluation - Improvement and adaptation

There are identified 16 possible risks, with their possible effects, they were evaluating
by risk estimation and there were proposed some treatment to mitigate the risks. The
whole process of risk identification, description, estimation and evaluation is explained in
table ??. The risk estimation is defined by the probability (how likely can occur an event
/ Rare, Unlikely, Possible, Likely or Frequent) and the impact (consequence / Very Low,
Low, Medium, High or Very High).

Probability - Impact Diagram with the number of identified risks with their priority:

Figure 7.7: P-I diagram

According to this table, there are established a 7 key risks, which should be solved
or mitigate before the whole program will be launched; otherwise it could lead to its
cancellation, like in case of previous commercial supersonic programs (Concorde, Tu-144).
This case should be avoided. The risks which were labeled as medium or low priority risks
should be also treated with special care. All the programs with its possible risks require
a constant monitoring in order to avoid the mistake before it’s too late.
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8. POLITICAL AND REGULATION ASPECTS

Risk Estimation
Risk Identification Risk Description

Prob. Impact
Risk Evaluation

Unpredictable or unsolvable
technical problem during A/C
and engine development

Program delay / program can-
celing, increase RDTE costs

P H There should be estimate some program man-
agement for all phases, includes some system,
materials and other tests. . . .

Planned date for launching in
2021,will be delayed

Dissatisfied customers, re-
duced market demand

Li M There should exist some agreement between
manufacturer and customer based on real ex-
pectations and contain a possible situations

Purchase price for SSBJ will
be extremely high (more than
$150M)

Reduced market demand P H Set the fixed price (for example max $120M),
and in case that the cost for RDTE will be
much more higher than is planned, find some
guarantee, or cancel the project when it’s still
time

Short and insufficient max
range of SSBJ (less then 4 000
NM)

Reduced market demand, dis-
advantageous for customers

U M Focus only to the routes which are still more
preferable for supersonic transport

No appropriate engine for meet
all the requirements

Very costly traveling, reduced
market demand, program can-
cellation

P VH Do not launch the SSBJ program without suit-
able power unit. Arrange some other studies
and cooperate with more manufacturers.

Aircraft noise and engine emis-
sions couldn’t be reduced to
tolerable level and met the re-
quirements

Regulatory restriction, pro-
gram canceling, restriction of
all supersonic flights

Li VH First focus to mitigate these factors, then in-
vest to next research, otherwise, it will be very
costly with no results.

Problems with high altitudes
radiation and cabin pressuriza-
tion

Implementation of new proce-
dures, technologies, costly

P M Invent all possible scenarios, and find the way
how to deal with these problems without com-
promising safety

Higher fuel consumption/ in-
creasing price for fuel

Reduced market demand Li M Focus only to the most profitable routes, offer
another additional service, which is not costly
for operator, but it will compensate the actual
higher price for traveling. Invent/use a new
type of engine.

Very expensive operations
costs

Reduced market demand U M Sharing partners or joint ventures 4 on order
to mitigate the risk. Involve some program
financing.

No changes in regulations Program delay, reduced mar-
ket demand, program cancel-
ing

U VH Involve the regulators into R&D process.

The estimation about expected
demand are wrong

Reduced market demand P H Arrange some agreement with potential cus-
tomers in advance

To many competitors Reduced market demand (due
to share)

U M Try to enter to the market like a first successful
manufacturer, or formation of joint ventures
between manufacturers

Launching some other type
of super-fast traveling (hy-
personic vehicles, supersonic
trains. .)

Reduced market demand (due
to share)

R L Try to enter to the market like a first successful
manufacturer with good reputation

The total travel time will be
the same like subsonic BJ

Reduced market demand Li H Focus only to the most advantageous routes,
adapt the cabin equipment to the customer.

Economical crisis or another
economical turndown object

Reduced market demand / in-
crease costs

P L Focus on people or companies with low price
sensitivity.

Table 7.5: Risk Management

8. Political and regulation aspects
For launching the supersonic transport into daily traffic, the regulations have to be

changed. The present regulations are insufficient in terms of operation of SSBJ. For
Concorde, there exist “Tentative Airworthiness Standards for Supersonic Transports,”
which was developed during the US SST program in the early 1970s. Current effort to
develop new supersonic technologies should go hand in hand with the development of
new regulatory standards, in order to not get in the way to introduce new supersonic
aircraft. ICAO defined the global rules, which are subsequently transferred into national
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regulations by the governments of each member state. The institutions for rule making
are EASA for Europe and FAA for US. ICAO permits supersonic flight over land so
long as no disturbance is created at the ground. This regulatory flexibility opens an
interesting avenue to legal overland supersonic flight in most areas of the world. Current
rules regarding to operations of SSBJ:

• ICAO = Global Rules - Supersonic Transport Group (SSTG), Committee on Avia-
tion Environmental Protection (CAEP)

• ICAO Annexes (16 - Volume I - Environmental protection - Aircraft noise, Volume
II - Environmental protection - Aircraft engine emissions)

• Montreal protocol - Ozone depletion (operating restriction)

• Kyoto protocol - climate change

• FAR 25.773 / FAR 91.175 - Cockpit view

• FAR 25.841 - Cabin Pressurization

• FAR 34 Fuel venting and exhaust emission requirements, EASA CS-34

• FAR 36 - Noise Standards Aircraft Type and Airworthiness Certification , EASA
CS-36

• FAR 91.817 - Civil aircraft sonic boom, ICAO (Resolution A33-7)

• FAR ETOPS

ICAO permits supersonic flight over land so long as no disturbance is created at the
ground. This regulatory flexibility opens an interesting avenue to legal overland supersonic
flight in most areas of the world.

8.0.1. CAEP (Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection)

CAEP is a technical committee of the ICAO council established in 1983, which should help
and assist to ICAO with formulating new regulations and adopting new Standards and
Recommended Practices (SARPs) related to aircraft noise and emissions. CAEP replaced
the Committee of Aircraft noise (CAN) and the Committee of Aircraft Engine Emission
(CAEE). Now its composed of 23 members (states) from all regions of the world and
16 observers (6 states and 10 organizations - airframe & engine manufacturers, airlines,
airports, etc.), which together gives more than 400 renowned experts [1].

For purpose of this thesis is important the Working group 1 (WG1), which dealing
with Aircraft Noise Technical issues. The main aim of WG1 is to keep international
aircraft noise certification Standards (Annex 16, Volume I) up-to-date and effective, while
ensuring that the certification procedures are as simple and inexpensive as possible. The
WG1 is divided into 6 smaller groups and one of them is SSTG - Supersonic Transport
Group. Its purpose is to progress the work items that are related to supersonic transport
noise issues. The task group is delegated with the technical focus on supersonics and
has Research Focal Points – USA, Japan, and France reporting to CAEP Steering Group
as expert supersonics advisers. Since 2004, the SSTG continues with activities related
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8. POLITICAL AND REGULATION ASPECTS

Figure 8.1: The CAEP structure of the organization [1]

to - Monitoring supersonic transport projects, Monitoring the research on sonic boom
(characterization, measurements & acceptability) and Defining preliminary standards for
cruise noise certification for Steering Group consideration by CAEP/10 1. The SSTG
milestones are: Reaffirmed terminal noise certification standards for subsonic aircraft
applies to supersonic and Established & updating Supersonics Research Roadmap (see
the appendix no. X). CAEP SSTG also defined the Key industry challenges:

• Create a design to be environmentally acceptable to an alternative (of Mach cutoff)
threshold not yet justified.

• Must successfully demonstrate the critical technologies.

• Prove by demonstrator that sonic boom suppression technology is adequate for
public safety, health and welfare.

8.0.2. ICAO Annex 16

Annex 16 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation - Environmental
Protection, Volume I - Aircraft Noise, Sixth Edition, 2011

Annex 16, chap.12.2.:

Supersonic aeroplanes — Application for Type Certificate submitted on or
after 1 January 1975 Note.— Standards and Recommended Practices for these
aeroplanes have not been developed. However, the maximum noise levels of
the Part that would be applicable to subsonic jet aeroplanes may be used as
a guideline. Acceptable levels of sonic boom have not been established and
compliance with subsonic noise Standards may not be presumed to permit
supersonic flight.

The aim of ICAO and Annex 16 is to reduce overall the noise level, which leads to
reduce the effect on environment. Since 1960s, the ICAO improving the SARPs and the
progress in noise reduction since can be seen in graph 8.2:

EPNdB is effective perceived noise level expressed in decibels by one year and te BPR
is engine bypass ratio which is one of the most important sources of aircraft noise. The
engine By-Pass Ratio (BPR) is ratio of airflow which passing through the engine core and
the air which bypasses the core [14].

1CAEP/10 is planned cycle from 2013 to 2016.
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Figure 8.2: Progress in noise reduction [14]

According to Annex 16, chap. 12.2. the future SSBJ will must comply with chap. 4
noise limits, in case no new regulations which should replace this paragraph will be set.
New engines for SSBJ should have big BPR ratio (at least higher than 2), in order to
comply with strict noise regulations, which brings a big challenge for SSBJ developers.

Annex 16 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation - Environmen-
tal Protection, Volume II - Aircraft Engine Emissions, Third Edition, 2008

Air traffic is unfortunately linked to bad air quality around the airports. Airports
are some of the largest sources of air pollution. ICAO dealing with emissions caused by
aircrafts for many years. Since 1970’ the ICAO Committee on Aviation Environmental
Protection (CAEP) has continually addressed emissions standards for new engine types,
their derivatives and new production engines. Based on this, there were establish the
Annex 16, Vol.II dealing with engine emissions. Among other issues, these provisions
address liquid fuel venting, smoke and the following main gaseous exhaust emissions
from jet engines: hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO).
Specifically, they set limits on the amounts of smoke and gaseous emissions of these three
pollutants in the exhaust of most civil engine types. CAEP developed, with the assistance
of a panel of independent experts (in 2010), medium- and long-term NOx technology goals:

• -45% of CAEP/6 for 2016

• -60% of CAEP/6 for 2026

Most recently an industry-led NOx technology review was performed and presented
to CAEP.

8.0.3. Montreal protocol - ozone depletion

The Montreal protocol is an international contract with purpose to protect the ozone layer
by continuously reducing the production and consumption of substances that threaten it.
The supersonic aircraft and its emission and depletion of ozone layer are the potential
threat for human, and its necessary to keep the technological development would have
to be balances with other societal goals. The nitrogen oxides produced in the high-
temperature exhaust of the proposed fleet of SSTs could contribute significantly to ozone
loss by releasing the nitrogen oxides directly into the stratospheric ozone layer.5 In 1972,
were explained the process by which ozone is destroyed in the stratosphere, and presented
estimates of the ozone reduction that could result from the operation of supersonic aircraft.
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8.0.4. Kyoto protocol - climate change

The Kyoto protocol is an international contract with purpose to reduce greenhouse effect
emissions based on the assumption of existence of global warming and man-made CO2

emissions have caused it. Climate changes can occur as a result of radiate forcing (changes
in balance between outgoing infrared and incoming solar radiation). Next graph shows
the estimated impact of different types of aircraft on radiate forcing in 2050.

Figure 8.3: Estimated annual radiate forcing for worldwide commercial fleet in 2050 [77]

In 2050 is estimated that radiate forcing from mixed supersonic-subsonic fleet will be
42% greater than for all subsonic. The main reason is that in altitudes around 60 000 ft
the radiate forcing is about five times higher than with subsonic flights in lower altitudes.
For future aircraft is necessary to take into account these facts, and comply with Kyoto
protocol.

8.0.5. FAR 25.773 / FAR 91.175 - cockpit view

The important regulation for supersonic aircrafts, more specifically for Concorde, is about
cockpit view. FAR 25.773 gives some requirements for Pilot compartment view and says:

Each pilot compartment must be arranged to give the pilots a sufficiently ex-
tensive, clear, and undistorted view, to enable them to safely perform any
maneuvers within the operating limitations of the airplane, including taxiing
takeoff, approach, and landing.

And also the FAR 91.175 requires good visual references for crew in cockpit during ap-
proach and landing. The supersonic aircraft had and also could have problems with
cockpit view due to its aerodynamic and minimal drag design, which causes good high
speed flight performances, but during approach and landing the aircrafts must fly at high
angles of attack. There are available different options to resolve this problem: the En-
hanced Vision System (EVS) or variable nose system (which was used by Concorde and
also by Tu - 444).
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Figure 8.4: Variable nose system [66]

The second solution for future SSBJs is not optimal due to its complexity and weight.
So the SSBJs developers should focus on adaptation on EVS (use special sensors, cameras,
displays. .) in order to comply with those FAR regulations.

8.0.6. FAR 25.841 - cabin pressurization

During flight in high altitudes must be paid special attention to the cabin pressurization.
Flights in height up to 60 000 ft could be made with classic overpressure ventilation type
(a). In higher levels it is necessary to use more complex closed cabins regeneration (b),
or pressurized inner resources (c). Aircrafts in high altitudes must be equipped with an
appropriate dose of supplemental oxygen.

8.0.7. FAR 36, EASA CS-36 - noise standards aircraft type and
airworthiness certification

The requirements established FAR 36 and CS 36 are predominantly in accordance with
ICAO SARPs (Annex 16, Volume I). The FAR 36.301 also deal with supersonic flights,
but determined the rule only applicable to the Concorde Aircraft. Rules set by FAR
are not applicable for NextGen SSBJs, therefore new regulatory requirements have to be
established, based on ICAO outcome.

8.0.8. FAR 91.817 - civil aircraft sonic boom, ICAO

FAR 91.817 regulates civil aircraft sonic boom. This regulation prohibit the operation
of any civil aircraft capable of supersonic flight over/near United States, unless there
are some specific flight limitations and known to the crew, to ensure that the aircraft
doesn’t exceed Mach 1. Normal exception are usually given for limited types of test flight,
anything else needs special exception (like Concorde). This regulation is very critical for
SSBJs success. The US is one of the most important markets for SSBJs, so it’s necessary
to change the regulation, and permit the supersonic overland flight for future low boom
aircrafts. FAR 91.821 regulates noise limits of supersonic civil aircraft and prohibits to
operate civil supersonic airplane that does not comply with Stage 2 noise limits of part
36, in the US.
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8.0.9. FAR ETOPS

SSBJs equipped with two engines must comply with Extended Range Twin Engine Op-
erations Performance Standards (ETOPS). The purpose of ETOPS is to have sufficiently
reliable engines in two engines aircraft, that in case of one engine failure, the aircraft
would be able to safe flight to the next airport. The ETOPS ratings for subsonic aircraft
are 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, but is expected that for supersonic aircrafts the required ETOPS
rating will be lower. The supersonic engines are very complex with very high stress level,
and it’s important to fulfill the requirements for reliability level. Nevertheless the projects
which are working on, usually has trijet configuration, for higher safety level and also for
noise restriction.
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9. Comparison between supersonic
and subsonic business jets

This chapter compares the pros and cons of each of those types. The representative
aircraft for modern subsonic aircraft is Gulfstream G650, for supersonic business jets it
is the Aerion AS2.

Figure 9.1: G650 versus AS2

9.1. SWOT analysis

SWOT Analysis is a basic technique used in business context, for understanding the
Strengths and Weaknesses and for identifying the Opportunities and Threats in the busi-
ness. SWOT Analysis also helps for distinguish the “product” from other competitors,
determines what may assist the firm in accomplishing its objectives, and what obstacles
must be overcome or minimized to achieve desired results. The method of SWOT analysis
is to take the information from an environmental analysis and separate it into internal
(strengths and weaknesses) and external issues (opportunities and threats) [46]. The main
competitors for Supersonic business jets market are “high-end” subsonic business jets and
1st class offers in transport aircrafts. Next figure 9.2 showing SWOT analysis for potential
SSBJ operators.
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Figure 9.2: SWOT Anaysis

9.2. Comparison of fuel consumption

Due to lack of information, the Fuel Consumption (FC) of SSBJ for comparison with sub-
sonic BJ and for purposes of this thesis, could be calculated using the following equation:

FC =
(TotalFuel −Reservefuel)
MaxRange ∗ Cruisespeed

Reserve fuel is usually set like 5% of the takeoff weight (for current subsonic jets).
According to Annex 6, part I, section 4.3.6.3.[3] the reserve fuel is a sum of contingency
fuel (5% of trip fuel or amount of fuel required for 5 min at holding speed at 1 500 ft),
destination alternate fuel (amount of fuel required for missed approach at destination
aerodrome, fly to alternate aerodrome and perform there approach and landing) and
final reserve fuel (the amount required to fly for 30 minutes at holding speed at 1 500 ft
above aerodrome elevation in standard condition for turbine - engine airplane). But for
supersonic aircraft the amount of reserve fuel could be more than 5% of TOW, which is
illustrated on the next example. In 1959 the chief engineer of Boeing’s transport division,
M.L. Rennell, introduce some calculation for Boeing SST flying from Paris to New York,
with alternate at Washinghton D.C. at Mach 3, where the amount of reserve fuel is 8%
of TOW 1.
1In this example the aircraft will start at Paris and climb along the path for minimum fuel consumption

up to FL200, where its reach the MCR speed (above English Channel), and the sonic speed will be reached
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9.3. SUBSONIC VERSUS SUPERSONIC BJ CONSIDERING THE ROUTE RANGE

Calculation of reserve fuel is complicated but it’s very important. For SST the ratio
of fuel load to payload is 7:1 (for comparison the subsonic commercial jets have the ratio
3.5:1), which means that the carriage of 1% extra fuel can cost 7% of the payload [23].

For this purpose the reserve fuel will be calculated like 5% of TOW, but it will be
necessary to focus on this and maybe change the regulations for the reserve fuel. Based
on this the fuel consumption for supersonic Aerion AS2 aircraft is:

FCAS2 =
22588kg − 1130kg

5000NM
∗ 1058kts = 4540kg/h

When the AS2 flying at Cruise speed M 1.6 (1058kts = 1959km/h), it burns 2, 32kg/km =
2, 9l/km(= 290l/100km). Density of kerosene is 0, 8g/cm3. It’s also possible to compare
the FC of subsonic and supersonic aircraft. As a reference subsonic business jet is used
the Gulfstream G650ER.

FCG650 =
21863kg − 1093kg

7500NM
∗ 560kts = 1550, 8kg/h

FCAS2

FCG650

=
4540

1550.8
= 2, 92

The AS2 burns almost three times more fuel per hour than one of the fastest subsonic
jet, during the flight in shorter range (without refueling stops). For longer routes, for
example 7 500 NM (13 890 km), which is the max range of G650ER:

FC − AS2′

FCG650′
= 2, 92 ∗ 7500

5000
= 4, 38

this is an amount without considering the processes required for refueling stop - the
slowdown, SID and STAR procedures. . (so practically it will be at least 5 times higher).
For the same distance of 7 500 NM, the fuel consumption for SSBJ will be approximately
5 times higher than for subsonic and refueling stop will be necessary. The question, if the
longer range routes are still attractive for supersonic customers is discussed in chapter
9.3.2.

9.3. Subsonic versus supersonic BJ considering the
route range

As was written in chapter 9.2, for longer routes (more than 4 000 NM), the use of SSTS
requires the stops for refueling and the fuel consumption rises rapidly. The Boeing Com-
pany made under the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics research be-
tween premium passengers (the customers of “high-end” business jets) about their desired

at FL300. Due to this off - optimum climb path (avoiding the areas where the sonic boom could reach
the ground) the load fuel has to be increased by 0.4%. The cruising altitude will start at FL650 and
followed by the climbing cruise as fuel is consumed, reach the FL750 just prior to descent. However, at
the ATC request to using constant altitudes segments, it will start at FL680, and then climb to FL720.
Due to this step - cruise operation the fuel has to be increased by 0.8% of TOW. In altitudes between
FL600 and FL800, it’s typical the headwind around 50kts during winter, so the fuel load is increased by
0.7%. With the requirements for reserve fuel based on CAR:SR-427, effective Oct.1958 - the amount of
reserve fuel is 10% of normal trip time, plus diversion to the alternate, plus 30 minutes holding at 1 500
ft above alternate. With all of these requirements the reserve fuel will be about 8% of TOW [6]
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range. The figure 9.3 shows, that there are two bigger groups of customers. First group
is looking for current city pairs which occur just under 4 000 NM. The second large group
is looking for longer ranges between 5 000 - 7 000 NM.

Figure 9.3: Number of premium passengers per day versus range (in NM)[31]

9.3.1. Routes up to 4 000 NM

The shorter routes could be fly with SSBJ without refueling stop. As was described, the
fuel consumption is about 3 times greater per hour, when flying supersonic. Route length
of 4 000 NM (in this case from Chicago to Frankfurt), will be fly according to the picture
9.4.

Figure 9.4: AS2 route from Chicago to Frankfurt [32]

During first and last phase the AS2 will be increasing the speed from 0 to M0.95,
or decreasing from M0.95 to 0, and it takes 640 NM together with average speed of
M0.5. Then over the US will be flying in transonic speed of M0.95 during 800 NM. The
supersonic speed of M1.6 will be flying over the Atlantic Ocean for 2 500 NM. It takes
5 hrs and 08 minutes. The Gulfstream G650ER will manage this route in 7hrs and 14
minutes at cruise speed M0.85. AS2 fuel consumption, is calculated conservatively, based
on assumption made in chapter 9.2, will be 2:

2The FC in subsonic regimes is supposed to be lower than for supersonic, that’s why the calculation
are a bit negative
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4540 ∗ 5.11 = 23194kg

For G650 it will be:
1550, 8 ∗ 7, 22 = 11197kg

In this case the time advantage of AS2 is 2hrs and 6 minutes with 2 times bigger fuel
consumption.

9.3.2. Routes up to 7 500 NM

The routes with range above 4 000 NM couldn’t be fly without refueling stop with present
technologies. The fuel consumption is about 5 times higher, and it’s a question if the
refueling stops will extend the total flight time to nonviable conditions. Route from
Frankfurt to Hawaii (6 600 NM) could be flying in 12 hrs with G650ER. The AS2 will
have to take one refueling stop - for example in New York. From Frankfurt to New York
the AS2 will fly 2 500 NM at M1.6, and rest of the route (850 NM) will be increasing and
decreasing its speed. It takes 4 hrs and 54 minutes. Then from New York to Hawaii (with
speed of M0.99 under the US territory) it 7 hrs and 12 minutes. With consideration that
the stop in New York takes about 30 minutes. The total travel time is 12 hours and 36
minutes, which is longer than with subsonic long range BJ with higher fuel consumption;
which is not advantageous at all. This example shows that for longer routes (longer than
SSBJ range, which requires refueling stop), is using of supersonic jets not viable. Of
course, that for different routes the numbers will be different, but the total travel time
will be for both of them more or less the same, with that fact that supersonic BJ will
burn about 5 time more fuel.

9.4. Subsonic versus supersonic BJ considering the in-
dividual cost of time

This example is focused only on routes with length up to 4 000 NM and dealing with cost
of time. Everyone is value his own time differently. And this could lead to decision, how
fast everyone should fly (travel). For given route (from Chicago to Frankfurt), with given
fuel consumption with price of $2 for gallon of jet fuel, the cost for fuel for AS2 is $11 177
and for G650ER is $7 179. From these data is made the graph shown in figure9.5 which
shows that supersonic flight is suitable, when the customer’s value of time is greater than
$1800 per hour in given conditions. If the hour value of life is less, it’s more economical
to use for this route the G650ER then AS2.

One more example for route 2 from London to New York (3 010 NM): AS2:

• 510 NM subsonic M 0.5 + 2 500 NM supersonic Mach 1.6 = 1◦33’ + 2◦22’ = 3 hrs
55 min.

• Fuel consumption: 5 586 [km] x 2.32 [kg/km] = 12 960 kg → $8 553

G650ER:

• Cruise speed M 0.85 + takeoff and landing = 5 hrs 53 min.
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Figure 9.5: Cost of time on Route 1

Figure 9.6: Cost of time on Route 2

• Fuel consumption: 5 586 [km] x 1.49 [kg/km] = 8 323 kg → $5 493

In this case is better to fly supersonic, when the value of customers time is at least $1
500.
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9.5. Comparison between operating costs

According to Aircraft Cost Calculator [34] was create an Excel interactive table to calcu-
late an operation costs based on known parameters. This comparison is based on following
parameters: Aircraft is operating only by owner who is intended to fly 250 hrs per year.
The price for fuel is $2 per gallon and the consumption is set like was calculated in previ-
ous chapter. All prices are in USD. The whole table for estimation of annual and hourly
costs, trip cost and also a depreciation calculator for both (AS2 and G650), could be
found in appendix. These tables are useful for potential customers, in this example is set,
that the aircraft will be flying only for owner purposes (without charter) for 250 hours
per year. Next figures showing: Annual operating cost summary comparison(figure 9.7),
Aircraft specification comparison report (figure 9.8) and Range map report (figure 9.9
is the range map of AS2 and G650 which are flying from London. This example shows
where the customers could fly with the particular aircraft without refueling stop).

Figure 9.7: Annual operating cost summary comparison
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Figure 9.8: Aircraft specification comparison report
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9.5. COMPARISON BETWEEN OPERATING COSTS

Figure 9.9: Range Map for AS2 and G650
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10. MAIN TASKS FOR FUTURE SSBJ OPERATORS

10. Main tasks for future SSBJ
operators

Operating the aircraft, which is flying faster, and higher than the other aircrafts is
little bit different and could bring some problems and issues, which should be solved.

10.1. Certification

First and necessary step is to certificate the aircraft under the applicable requirements.
There are the current regulation, which deals with certification:

CS25 - Certification Specification for Large Aeroplanes (for aircraft with MTOW
8618 kg) The regulation is divided into two parts:
Part 1 – AIRWORTHINESS CODE
SUBPART A – GENERAL
SUBPART B – FLIGHT
SUBPART C – STRUCTURE
SUBPART D – DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
SUBPART E – POWERPLANT
SUBPART F – EQUIPMENT SUBPART G – OPERATING LIMITATIONS AND IN-
FORMATION
SUBPART J – AUXILIARY POWER UNIT INSTALLATION
+ APPENDIXES A-L
Part 2 – ACCEPTABLE MEANS OF COMPLIANCE (AMC)

JAR 21 - Certification procedures for aircraft and related products and parts
JAR 25 - Joint Aviation Requirements for Large Aeroplanes (similar to CS25)
Annex 8 (ICAO) - Type design or manufacture of aircraft
Commission Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 - laying down implementing rules for

the airworthiness and environmental certification of aircraft and related products, parts
and appliances, as well as for the certification of design and production organizations.

10.2. Fligh planning

To operate such a new aircraft, the operator should established the routes which will be
flying, and check the condition among the whole route, and also the airport disposition.
This is the question for the future operators and depends on the particular aircraft and
its characteristics and performances.
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11. Before launching a first SSBJ
Based on the facts, which has been identified in this work, there are two main ar-

eas which must be corrected and improved. The first lack is the insufficient regulatory
frameworks (there must be add some information dealing with supersonic civil transport,
correct some current regulatory. .). And the second problems deals with new technolo-
gies (which must be tested, prove if they have sufficient reliability, that can met the
safety requirements. .) These tasks should be prepared and approved before the first
SSBJ will be launch into the market. The tasks, om many cases, are just a minor reg-
ulatory changes, or simple studies, but for some cases deep analysis will be necessary.

Modify the current regulations, taking into account the civil SST
Noise - The flight in supersonic speed is strictly forbidden only over the US territory.

On the rest of world is allow to fly supersonically, if the sonic boom doesn’t reach the
ground (Mach cut off). This is not so clear, so there should be some united rule, which
estimate the acceptable level of noise and for the particular airplane the operator will
have to be planned the routes and the performances in order to meet these requirements.
It will be good to unify this for whole world, including the USA. It’s also possible that
the acceptable level of noise do not allow using the phenomena “Mach cut off”.

Flight levels - The intended flight altitudes are around FL600. The class A airspace
is from FL180 up to FL600. Above that is uncontrolled airspace with no define rules. If
the SSBJ will fly higher, additional class of airspace should be create.

Meteorology - Consider the higher altitudes for weather forecast, which is necessary
for flight planning. The weather forecast are made up to pressure level 100 hPA, which
corresponding with FL530. This is obviously insufficient for SSBJ flying in FL600.

ATC - create new separation minima and new techniques to estimate this. According
to Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (ICAO Doc 9426) [9], there can be used the Mach
Number Technique for estimate the separation minima in both vertical ad horizontal
dimensions. This technique must to be improved and create the new classes for SST.

Cosmic radiation - correct the regulation about assessment of cosmic radiation (OPS
1.390) with consideration of flying in higher altitudes.

ETOPS - create new categories for ETOPS rating for twin engine supersonic aircraft.
Maybe it will be necessary to create some lower ETOPS categories (for instance 45, 30. .),
like it’s written in chapter 8.0.9.

Pilot training - there should be license clause for supersonic pilots, and required some
additional training. The pilots should be trained for different procedure and operations.

Flight plan - correct the regulations with supersonic requirements. Flight plane should
contain some label, that the flight will be in speed which is higher than speed of sound, and
it should be established there at which point the aircraft intended to overcome the speed
of sound, and in which point will slow down to subsonic speed. The requirement for super-
sonic flight should be added to ICAO Annex 2.

Prove that new technologies are suitable for modern aeronautical world
Suitable engine - find the appropriate engine, which is complies with the requirements

about emission and noise, with acceptable fuel consumption.
Reliability of new technologies - there are a lots of new and advanced technologies,

and it’s necessary to prove that all of them have sufficient level of reliability and do not
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11. BEFORE LAUNCHING A FIRST SSBJ

interrupt the determined level of safety. Lots of tests must be accomplished in order to
meet the airworthiness requirements.

High altitudes - there must be determined strict rules and procedures in case of cabin
decompression in high altitudes. Each type of SSBJ have to calculate the precise values,
and implement them into the operator procedures, in case to do not disturb the safety
level.

SSBJ performances - the flight profile of SSBJ should be calculate and prove, that
the aircraft is able to fly the standard procedures (SID and STARS). The flight planning
and fuel requirements for SSBJ should be also clear, and allow them to fly to alternate
airport. There is also question about separation in parallel routes, where the SST flying
supersonic and creating a sonic boom. This sonic boom can’t interrupt the other aircraft
in term of disruption of their safety.

Efficiency of supersonic flight - In order to meet the expectation of SSBJs, they have
to achieve suitable level of efficiency. They must be retained in all flight regimes - takeoffs,
landing, supersonic cruise, subsonic flight and also the transonic regime. The Concorde
is a good example for showing bad aerodynamic efficiency. Concorde has Lift/Drag ratio
around 7.5 during supersonic cruise, in comparison with modern subsonic aircraft which
have a cruise L/D of about 18 - 20. The low L/D leads to high fuel consumption,
limited air range, higher takeoff lenghts and more. For economically viable SSBJs must
be introduced new successful technologies like: Supersonic laminar flow that might reduce
skin friction up to 90% by active flow control (suction, boundary layer manipulation); or
Unconventional vehicle configuration (multiple surface configurations, asymmetric wing,
oblique wings. . .).
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12. Conclusion
The real barrier wasn’t in the sky but in our knowledge and experience.
Chuck Yeager

It’s obvious, that in next decade, when the SSBJs will enter to the market, the supersonic
speed will be affair for exclusively super rich people, who want to use SSBJ as plaything
- rather than from companies looking to transport their executives from one place to
another that much faster. But the economists and researcher believes, that in next 20
- 30 years, the technology would progress up to the situation, where high speed (more
than Mach 2), high capacity, high flying airplanes, would fly in some popular routes (for
example New York - Beijing, which the plane in a such speed could cope in 3,5hrs) for costs
comparable to the prices for regular ticket. The hope about the supersonic renaissance it
seems to be very realistic. There are some “big names” like Airbus, who are entering to
the supersonic business jets market, with purpose to help to Aerion Company with design,
manufacturing and certification. There is an actual interest for the aircraft in China which
is one of the most rapidly developing economics nowadays. And there is also real interest
for operating these types of aircrafts by Czech successful company ABS jets. Moreover,
there are many projects which are in advanced development stage. Another good thing
in this market segment is the very low price elasticity, which ensure, that in case of some
economic crisis, the demand for those product will not decrease as dramatically as in
“lower” market segment. Not only these indicators are showing a bright future for SSBJs.
This thesis also shows that the present project of SSBJ with its specific performances will
be interesting only for shorter routes - up to its maximum range, which is around 4 000
NM. For longer trips are still better to use some long range high subsonic speed business
jets. In bigger timeframe, where the aim is to lower the fuel consumption and extend
the max range, the results will be different, but it’s a question for a future. Now, there
are still big group of people who are looking for very fast traveling in range up to 4 000
NM, and also a groups of people don’t need to save the time„ but who want the show
their kudos and who are ready to pay for it, and for theme, there will be the SSBJs like
Aerion’s model AS2, or something similar.

To talk about the prestige, they should be mention, that the Virgin Galactic company
(developing commercial spacecraft and aims to provide suborbital spaceflights to space
tourists) already sold more than 700 tickets for price of $250 000 for an eventual trip.

The technologies for flying at very high speed are obviously exists. For example, the
Lockheed company recently introduced and tested the UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
Falcon HTV2 [37] (Hypersonic technology vehicle), that reached the speed of Mach 20.
So it’s maybe just the question for next 50 years and people would fly from New York to
Los Angeles in 12 minutes.
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Figure 12.1: Falcon HTV2 [37]
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13. Abbreviations
a Local speed of sound

A/C Aircraft

ACARE SRA Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe - Strategic Re-
search Agenda

ACJ Advisory circular

AGL Above Ground Level

AR Aspect Ratio

ATS Air Transportation System

b Wingspan

BAC British Aircraft Corporation

BEA Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation Civile

BJ Business Jet

BOW Basic Operating Weight

BPR By-Pass Ratio

Cp Constant pressure

Cv Constant volume

CAEE Committee of Aircraft Engine Emission

CAEP Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection

CAN Committee of Aircraft noise

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CI Cost Index

CLEEN Continuous Lower Energy, Emissions and Noise program

CO carbon monoxide

CS Certification Specification

dB Decibel

DOC Direct operational costs
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13. ABBREVIATIONS

D-SEND Drop test for Simplified Evaluation of Non-symmetrically Distributed
sonic boom

EADS The European Aeronautic Defense and Space Company

EASA European Aviation Safety Agency

EBACE European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition

EC Europena Comission

EPNdB Effective Perceived Noise Level /decibels

ETOPS Extended Range Twin Engine Operations Performance Standards

EU European Union

EVS Enhanced Vision System

FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FAR FAA Regulations

FC Fuel Consumption

FH Flight Hours

FL Flight Level

ft feet

g specific heat

GAMA General Aviation Manufacturers Association

GARDN Green Aviation Research and Development Network

GBP British Pound

GDS Global Distribution System

HC hydrocarbons

hrs hours

HSR High-Speed Research

HTV Hypersonic technology vehicle

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization

IOC Indirect Operational Costs

JAXA Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

JV Joint venture
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kg kilogram

km kilometer

kts knots

L/D Lift/Drag

lbs Pounds

m meter

M Mach number

MCR Critical Mach number

MDD Drag - divergence Mach number

MIDTs Marketing information Data Tapes

MTOW Maximum Take - Off Weight

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NBAA National Business Aviation Association

NGST Next Generation Supersonic Transport

NM Nautical Miles

NOx nitrogen oxide

O/D Origin - Destination

pax passeneger

PSP Passenger Switching Percentage

QSST Quiet Supersonic Transport

R Gas constant

R& D Research and Development

RDTE Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation

RQL Rich Quick Quench Lean

S Wing planform

S3CM Silent SuperSonic Concept model

SAI Supersonic Aerospace International

SARP Standards and Recommended Practices
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13. ABBREVIATIONS

SID Standard Instrument Departure

sq square

SSBJ SuperSonic Business Jet

SST SuperSonic Transport

SSTG Supersonic Transport Group

STAR Standard Instrument Arrival

Sv Sievert

SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats

T Temperature

Tω Skin temperature

TOW Take - Off Weight

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UK United Kingdom

US / USA United States of America

USD / $ US Dollar

VIP Very Important People

VTAS True Air Speed

WG Working group

ZEHST Zero Emission Hyper Sonic Transport
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14. Appendix
Appendix I.: Estimating of Aerion AS2 operating costs

Appendix II.:Estimating of Gulfstream G650 operating costs
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